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ABSTRACT


This dissertation is a study of the interaction of terahertz (THz) and long-wave infrared (LWIR) radiation with various periodic sub-wavelength metallic structures in free-space and on dielectric substrates. There are many new and useful applications for both THz and LWIR radiation. Unfortunately, heavy attenuation by the Earth’s atmosphere and low output power from THz sources combine to make THz radiation weak and difficult to detect. LWIR is not as prone to atmospheric attenuation as THz radiation. Nevertheless, the detection of LWIR can be improved upon by strengthening the coupling between incoming radiation and LWIR detector systems.

Light passing through periodic sub-wavelength metallic structures can exhibit extraordinary optical transmission (EOT). When EOT occurs, the amount of light transmitted through such structures is enhanced to well beyond what would be predicted by geometric optics. In addition, exceedingly high electromagnetic (EM) fields develop in the apertures and along the conducting surfaces of EOT structures. These enhanced fields may be used to improve the performance of a THz or LWIR detector through a significant reduction in its size while maintaining good external radiation coupling.
Full-wave numerical simulations using the finite element method (FEM) were used to study the interaction of THz and LWIR radiation with one- and two-dimensional surface plasmonic EOT structures. This dissertation examines the numerical solutions to the Helmholtz wave equation for radiation interacting with plasmonic structures in both the THz and LWIR regions. The simulation results predict that both EOT and EM field enhancement will occur in both regions. In several cases, plasmonic structures designed from optimized FEM results have been fabricated and characterized. The experimental results confirm the simulation predictions qualitatively and quantitatively to within a few dB. Nevertheless, it must be noted that although detectors were a strong motivation for the research conducted here, the realization of detector improvement was not carried out.
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1. Introduction

1.1. The Electromagnetic Spectrum

Terahertz (THz) radiation occupies a region of the electromagnetic spectrum above microwaves and below infrared (IR). Long wave infrared (LWIR) radiation occupies a portion of the IR region comprising wavelengths from 6 μm to 15 μm [1]. Thus, LWIR straddles the 8 μm to 14 μm atmospheric transmission window [1]. Fig. 1-1 shows the electromagnetic

---

Fig. 1-1: The electromagnetic spectrum. From SUMA (Southeastern Universities Research Association) - www.sura.org.
spectrum of radiation measured in wavelength (m), wavenumber (cm\(^{-1}\)), energy (eV), and frequency (Hz). In addition, it includes a size reference comparing wavelengths to well-known objects, common band names for specific spectral regions, radiation sources, and some of the technological uses for the various types of radiation.

In this figure, the THz region is shown in the middle of the spectrum between the frequencies of 300 GHz (\(\lambda = 1\) mm) and 10 THz (\(\lambda = 30\) \(\mu\)m). Despite being the subject of great scientific interest since the 1920s, this region has been and remains one of the least explored regions of the electromagnetic spectrum [2]. Per Gallerano et al, THz radiation is defined in the frequency band from 100 GHz to 10 THz (3 mm to 30 \(\mu\)m) [3]. Strictly speaking, frequencies between 100 and 300 GHz are considered to be millimeter waves; but, there are no exact rules governing these definitions. This study adopts the convention stated above (100 GHz to 10 THz, although the maximum frequency in this study is 4 THz). As seen in Fig. 1-1, the wavelengths of THz radiation correspond to dimensions between the thicknesses of a paperclip and a sheet of paper. Two applications are shown in Fig. 1-1: bio-imaging and security screening.

LWIR radiation exists on and around the boundary of two wider bands called the Far IR and the Mid IR. LWIR wavelengths correspond to the dimensions of biological cells. Thermal night vision is one major application of LWIR radiation presented in the figure.

1.2. The THz Region: Detectors, Applications, and Challenges

THz radiation has received a significant amount of attention over the past few years. This interest comes from both the purely scientific and applications points of view. From a scientific standpoint, it is only within the last decade or so that advances in electronics and
photonics have made THz sources and detectors more widely available [4]. Because of this, the THz region is not a region of the electromagnetic spectrum that has been as heavily explored or exploited as other regions. Therefore, this region has been known as the “THz gap”.

From an applications standpoint, microwave and radar technologies are trending toward shorter wavelengths with the aim of achieving better resolution and smaller system size for imaging and spectroscopy [5]. Meanwhile, optical and IR technologies are trending toward longer wavelengths due to the better transmission properties of THz radiation through most dielectrics and insulating materials [6]. THz is so interesting because it has many of the best properties of both microwaves and IR. Like microwaves, it can penetrate dielectric materials such as cloth, plastics, and wood. Further, THz radiation can penetrate dust, smoke, and fog (see Fig. 1-2) better than IR radiation therefore is superior to IR in navigation applications under these conditions [7], [8]. As a case in point, a small short-range navigation radar system designed for use in a micro-UAV has recently been demonstrated in the W-band [9].

THz radiation is non-ionizing making it very attractive for biomedical imaging application such as Terahertz Computed Tomography (T-Ray CT) and T-Ray QCL (Terahertz Computed Tomography using Quantum Cascade Lasers) [10]. THz radiation is also able to penetrate dielectrics, this makes THz radiation very desirable for security applications such as concealed weapons detection [11]. THz radiation can penetrate many types of paints and coatings. Therefore, it can be used to detect damage in underlying metallic surfaces in non-destructive evaluation (NDE) applications [12], [13]. It can also be used in the remote sensing of vital signs [14], [15] thus providing value in the biomedical and radar fields. THz radiation has also proven to be a unique tool in the medical diagnosis and treatment of burns [16]–[19].
Further, THz spectroscopy has been an active field of research for many years now. It has greatly aided our understanding of molecular structures and dynamics [20]–[23]. Finally, THz astronomy is a very important field of research. Spectral signatures of ions, atoms, and molecules in the interstellar medium are fundamental to our understanding of the composition and origin of our Solar System, stellar evolution, our Galaxy, and the Cosmos itself [24], [25].

However, there are some major challenges associated with the use of the THz region, particularly for terrestrial applications. An examination of Fig. 1-2 shows why. The propagation of THz radiation is strongly affected by the Earth’s atmosphere. Fig. 1-2 shows the attenuation of electromagnetic radiation in the atmosphere as a function of frequency from microwave (\( \lambda = 30 \) cm) through ultraviolet (\( \lambda = 300 \) nm) as calculated by the Laser Environmental Effects Definition and Reference (LEEDR) atmospheric propagation modeling software developed at the Air Force Institute of Technology’s Center for Directed Energy at Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio [26].

![Diagram](image.png)

Fig. 1-2: Atmospheric attenuation of electromagnetic radiation across the THz region. From Fiorino et al [26].
The main black curve in the figure shows the attenuation of electromagnetic radiation versus frequency at a given temperature, pressure, and humidity. This curve assumes attenuation in a humid atmosphere with no clouds or precipitation. The solid colored curves show the effects due to rain. The dashed colored curves show the effects due to fog and clouds. The attenuation curve is marked by many resonant peaks of high attenuation and windows of lower attenuation between the peaks. These peaks are due to molecular absorption, primarily from molecular oxygen, carbon dioxide, and water vapor. In the region below 10 THz, the predominant absorber is molecular water vapor.

Wavelengths corresponding to the “atmospheric windows” are typically used for transmission. The minimum attenuation in the windows is the result of the far wings of the peak line shapes and an underlying floor, or continuum. As can be seen, the attenuation continuum increases with frequency starting in the microwave region through the THz region. A peak is reached at approximately 5 THz. Attenuation then decreases with frequency until around 30 THz ($\lambda = 10 \text{ \mu m}$) in the region labeled “Atmospheric Window”. This region corresponds to the LWIR region. Attenuation then oscillates in strength up to higher frequencies with a minimum occurring in the visible portion of the spectrum. Above the visible region, the continuum attenuation increases again into the ultraviolet. The effect of rain, fog, clouds, and other hydrometeors is to raise the continuum at frequencies above 300 GHz, in the LWIR region, and in the visible region. Atmospheric attenuation of THz radiation is strong and highly variable. This makes the atmospheric propagation of THz radiation over any long distance problematic at best.

To compound the atmospheric transmission problem, compact THz radiation sources, though now widely available, are not often very powerful. Generating THz radiation is
difficult. The distribution of radiation emitted by blackbodies is described by Planck’s radiation formula, which is given by [27]:

\[ I(\lambda) = \frac{2\pi hc^2}{\lambda^5 \left( e^{hc/\lambda k_B T} - 1 \right)} \]  

(1.1)

where \( I(\lambda) \) is the spectral emittance, \( \lambda \) is the wavelength, \( T \) is the absolute temperature, \( c \) is the speed of light, \( h \) is Planck’s constant, and \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann constant. A plot of (1.1) for \( T = 200 \text{ K} \), \( T = 300 \text{ K} \), and \( T = 400 \text{ K} \) is shown in Fig 1-3. In the terrestrial environment, one can generally assume that \( T > 200 \text{ K} \). Therefore, in the THz region, \( hc/\lambda < k_B T \) so that \( \exp(hc/\lambda k_B T) \approx 1 + hc/\lambda k_B T \). Using this approximation, (1.1) can be simplified to

\[ I(\lambda) = \frac{2\pi ck_B T}{\lambda^4} \]  

(1.2)

(1.2) is known as the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation in radiation theory. Fig 1-3 shows the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation is very good in the limit of large wavelength.

Fig 1-3: Blackbody radiation for a body at \( T = 200 \text{ K} \), \( T = 300 \text{ K} \), and \( T = 400 \text{ K} \).
The total amount of radiation emitted by a blackbody source, known as the intensity \( I \), can be calculated by integrating (1.1) from 0 to \( \infty \). As can be seen from Fig 1-3, the wavelength at which the peak spectral emittance occurs decreases with increasing temperature while the intensity of a blackbody increases with increasing temperature per the Stephan-Boltzmann law [27].

\[
I = \int_{0}^{\infty} I(\lambda) d\lambda = \sigma T^4
\]  

(1.3)

Blackbodies with peak spectral emittance in the THz region are at very low temperatures and have low intensities. Further, the spectral emittance in the THz region from a blackbody at any temperature is very low. For example, using the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation, (1.2), the calculated spectral emittance at 1 THz of a blackbody at 300 K is only 963 Watts per meter cubed (W/m³). Using (1.1), we find that the same blackbody will radiate 3.10e7 W/m³ at 30 THz (\( \lambda = 10 \) μm), a difference of over four orders of magnitude.

The most common THz detectors are thermal detectors and Schottky diodes. Some important thermal detectors, such as Golay cells, bolometers, and pyroelectric detectors will be discussed in Section 1.3. Schottky diodes have been used for detection and mixing in the THz region for many years now and are well understood. The nonlinear rectification property of the metal-semiconductor junction in the Schottky diode rectifier allows for both detection and mixing [28]. The frequency conversion properties of the Schottky diode rectifier as well as its intrinsic sensitivity are described by classical rectifier theory [29]. The Schottky diode has excellent performance characteristics while operating at room temperature including a useful sensitivity over a very large wavelength range, from microwave to THz (\( \lambda = 100 \) μm), and a very large instantaneous bandwidth which is limited only by the intermediate (in mixers)
or the baseband (in rectifiers) frequency circuitry [28]. In addition, Schottky diodes can be fabricated in many geometries to fit the application need at hand. The three most common geometries are the whisker-contacted honeycomb, the beam-lead diode, and the planar or surface-oriented diode [28].

The Schottky diode rectifier is classified as a square-law detector. A square-law detector is a device or circuit which produces an output that is proportional to the square of its input [28]

\[ X_{\text{out}} = AX_{\text{in}}^2 \]  

(1.4)

where \( X_{\text{out}} \) is the device output (current or voltage), \( X_{\text{in}} \) is the input signal, and \( A \) is a proportionality constant dependent only on detector characteristics and not on the power level, at least up to the saturation level where higher-order effects become observable.

The general figures of merit for detectors (THz and LWIR) are the power signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the responsivity, the noise equivalent power (NEP), the detectivity, and the specific detectivity [1]. The SNR is the ratio of the mean signal power received \( <P> \) over the noise power received \( <(\Delta P)^2> \); SNR can also be written in terms of the power spectral density \( S_P \) and the equivalent noise bandwidth \( B_{\text{ENB}} \) [28]

\[
SNR = \frac{<P>}{\sqrt{<(\Delta P)^2>}} = \frac{<P>}{S_P B_{\text{ENB}}} \]  

(1.5)

Responsivity is the ratio of the average value of the electrical signal output of the detector to the average value of the input radiation power. Responsivity is essentially the transfer function of the detector. For the square-law Schottky diode rectifier, and an input signal \( x(t) = B \cos(\omega t + \phi) \), the output is given by [28]
\[ X_{\text{out}} = \frac{AB^2}{2} = R_x P_{\text{in}} \]  

(1.6)

The responsivity is then

\[ R_x = \frac{X_{\text{out}}}{P_{\text{in}}} \]  

(1.7)

where \( R_x \) is the responsivity, \( X_{\text{out}} \) is the average detector output signal (current or voltage), and \( P_{\text{in}} \) is the incident radiation power.

The NEP is the incident signal power received by the detector needed to produce an output power signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 1. NEP can be written in terms of responsivity as

\[ \text{NEP} = \frac{X_{\text{out}}}{R_x G_{\text{Tot}}} \]  

(1.8)

where \( G_{\text{Tot}} \) is the total detector gain including all loss and impedance matching effects. The detectivity is the reciprocal of the NEP [30].

\[ D = \frac{1}{\text{NEP}} \]  

(1.9)

For many detectors the NEP is proportional to the square root of the input signal which is proportional to detector area, \( A_d \). This makes both NEP and detectivity dependent on electrical bandwidth and detector area. Therefore, the specific detectivity, \( D^* \), is defined to be the detectivity of a sensor with detector area of 1 cm\(^2\) and a bandwidth normalized to 1 Hz [30]. \( D^* \) is useful when comparing detectors of the same type having different areas. The specific detectivity is given by

\[ D^* = D \sqrt{A_d \Delta f} = \frac{\sqrt{A_d \Delta f}}{\text{NEP}} \]  

(1.10)

where \( \Delta f \) is the electrical bandwidth.
THz detectors must contend with weak radiation sources and significant atmospheric attenuation in terrestrial environments. These factors often translate into lower than desired SNR values, higher than desired NEPs, and lower than desired Ds and D*s. There are three ways to improve sensor system performance. The first is to improve the transmission channel in order to lower the propagation attenuation. The second is to increase the power of the radiation source. The third is to increase the sensitivity of the detector. We cannot change the first because it is fundamental physics. Historically, from RF through UV, the third of these methods has played a much more important role in improving system performance than the second.

This dissertation is concerned with improving the sensitivity of detector systems. In the THz region, all system performance improvements are based upon enhancing the coupling between the incoming radiation and the detector device. No design changes to the detector device are endeavored. Instead, EOT structures, such as wire-grid polarizers, which can be added to the system design in close proximity to the detector, are investigated as coupling enhancement mechanisms.

1.3. The LWIR Region: Detectors, Applications and Challenges

There is also a great deal of interest in LWIR radiation. This is primarily due to the many applications that benefit from LWIR technologies. LWIR detectors typically operate from wavelengths of 8-14 μm [1],[31]. There are two types of LWIR detectors: photon detectors and thermal detectors.

Photon detectors can be divided into two broad classes, unipolar (majority carriers only) and bipolar (minority and majority carriers) devices [1]. There are five material systems
on which photon detectors are based. First, direct bandgap semiconductors (bipolar) using
binary alloys such as InSb and InAs, ternary alloys which use HgCdTe and InGaAs, and Type
II and III superlattices which use InAs/GaInSb and HgTe/CdTe [1]. Second, there are extrinsic
semiconductors (unipolar) using Si:As, Si:Ga, Si:Sb, Ge:Hg, and Ge:Ga [1]. Third, there are
Type I superlattices (unipolar) using GaAs/AlGaAs. These form quantum well infrared
photodetectors (QWIPs) [1]. Fourth, there are Silicon Schottky barriers (unipolar) which use
PtSi and IrSi [1]. Fifth, there are high-temperature superconductors (minority carriers) [1].

Photon detectors absorb radiation by transferring the energy from incident photons to:
1) bound electrons in the valence band, exciting the electrons into the conduction band
(intrinsic absorption); 2) electrons in a donor level, exciting the electrons into the conduction
band (extrinsic absorption); or 3) free electrons already in the conduction band exciting them
to higher states within the conduction band (free electron absorption). Note that there are
analogous processes for holes. The fundamental optical excitation processes in
semiconductors (intrinsic absorption, extrinsic absorption, and free carrier absorption) are
shown in Fig 1-4.

Under an applied bias voltage, carriers excited by one of these processes drift toward
one of the device electrodes, and are then sensed as electrical current by external circuitry.
Because of this process, photon detectors show a highly selective wavelength dependence in
their response per unit incident radiation power. A qualitative comparison of the frequency
response of a photon detector and a thermal detector is shown in Fig 1-5.

Photon detectors exhibit excellent SNRs and very fast response times [1].
Unfortunately, photon detectors usually require cryogenic cooling in order to achieve this.
Photon detectors with long-wavelength limits beyond 3 μm are usually cooled to reduce the
Fig 1-4: The fundamental optical excitation processes in semiconductors: (a) intrinsic absorption, (b) extrinsic absorption, and (c) free electron absorption. From Rogalski [1].

Fig 1-5: Spectral response for a photon and thermal detector. From Rogalski [1]

thermal generation of charge carriers [1]. Non-cooled detectors can be very noisy as thermal generation of free carriers competes with photonic generation. A comparison of $D^*$ for some commercially available IR detectors is shown in Fig 1-6.
Fig 1-6: $D^*$ for various commercially available IR detectors operating at the indicated temperature. The chopping frequency is 1 kHz for all detectors except the thermopile (10 kHz), thermocouple, thermistor bolometer, pyroelectric detector, and Golay cell (10 Hz). The theoretical curves are the background-limited $D^*$ (dashed lines) for ideal devices. From Rogalski [1]

Note the cold operating temperatures and the frequency dependent $D^*$s for the photon detectors and the frequency independent $D^*$s for the thermal detectors. The dashed lines are the theoretical performance curves for ideal detectors. A detector is considered to be ideal if it achieves background limited detection (a.k.a. background limited infrared photodetector – BLIP). BLIP means that the performance of the detector, as defined by its SNR, responsivity, detectivity, specific detectivity, and field-of-view, is limited only by background thermal
radiation (not electrical noise from the detector itself). In other words, background radiation is the limiting noise source. This assumes that the background radiation intensity fluctuates outside the bandwidth of any post-detection electronic filter circuit.

The types of thermal detectors that have found the greatest utility in infrared technology are bolometers (thermistors), pyroelectric detectors, and thermoelectric detectors (thermocouples or thermopiles) [1], [30]. Bolometers and pyroelectric detectors have also found use in the detection of THz radiation, as have Golay cells, as stated in Section 1.2. In thermal detectors, the incident radiation is absorbed, thereby changing the characteristics of some temperature dependent material within the detector. As a result of this temperature change, some electrical property of the material is changed which is then detected by external circuitry.

A bolometer (thermistor) is a resistive element constructed from a material with a very small thermal capacity and a large temperature coefficient. Absorption of thermal radiation produces a large change in resistance which is detected by an external circuit. A pyroelectric detector uses a pyroelectric crystal that undergoes a change in internal electrical polarization when a change in temperature occurs (i.e. when thermal radiation is absorbed). The polarization change is then detected as a change of capacitance by an external circuit. Thermoelectric detectors work because of the Seebeck effect. At the junction of two dissimilar metals, a voltage is generated by a change in temperature which is detected by an external circuit. Thermocouples and thermopiles are common thermoelectric detectors. A Golay cell is an opto-acoustic detector consisting of a gas filled enclosure with an infrared absorbing material and a flexible membrane. Incident THz or IR radiation is absorbed by the material thereby heating the gas. The gas expands resulting in an increase in pressure which deforms
the membrane. The membrane’s deformation is detected optically which results in a signal to external circuitry.

The response in thermal detectors does not depend on the photonic nature of the incident radiation so the responsivity of thermal detectors tends to be wavelength independent [1]. This is shown in the ideal-case curves of Fig 1-5 and Fig 1-6. The output signal depends on the incoming radiative power, not on the spectral content. Because of this, the spectral response of a thermal detector is usually very broad. Thermal detectors are typically operated at room temperature and are generally characterized by a modest sensitivity and a relatively slow response. They are generally cheaper and easier to use than photon detectors. As interesting as they are and as widespread as they have become, we will not be looking at thermal LWIR detectors in this study. This dissertation is concerned with improving the performance of LWIR photon detectors only.

One popular type of LWIR photon detector is made from HgCdTe. HgCdTe is a ternary compound semiconductor and has been used in both photoconductor (1st generation devices) and photodiode (2nd generation devices) detectors [32]. It is the only common material that can detect IR radiation in multiple atmospheric windows (SWIR: \( \lambda = 1.5 \) to \( 1.8 \) \( \mu m \) and \( \lambda = 2.2 \) to \( 2.4 \) \( \mu m \), MWIR: \( \lambda = 3 \) to \( 5 \) \( \mu m \), and LWIR) [33]. In fact, HgCdTe is the result of a deliberate engineering effort to create a tunable direct bandgap, intrinsic semiconductor with a high absorption coefficient for use in the IR. The bandgap of Hg\(_{1-x}\)Cd\(_x\)Te is adjustable from \( \lambda = 0.7 \) \( \mu m \) to \( \lambda = 25 \) \( \mu m \) [32]. It is controlled by varying \( x \), the composition ratio of CdTe to HgTe. For LWIR operation, Hg\(_{0.8}\)Cd\(_{0.2}\)Te (\( x = 0.2 \)) is used. Direct bandgap materials have a sharp onset of optical absorption, unlike thermal detectors. Strong optical absorption in the LWIR (\( 10^2 \) to \( 10^3 \) \( cm^{-1} \) [34]) allows HgCdTe detectors to absorb a high percentage of radiation while
keeping device thicknesses very small (10-20 microns) [32]. Minimizing detector thickness helps minimize volume which mitigates both thermal and carrier generation-recombination noise.

HgCdTe is an intrinsic semiconductor, so electron-hole pairs are created for each absorbed photon that exceeds the band-gap energy. The electrons and holes are then collected by suitable readout integrated circuits (ROICs) and transformed into an electrical signal. The fabrication of 2D arrays of HgCdTe detectors on a single substrate is called a “focal plane array” (FPA) [33]. Because of the intrinsic absorption process, HgCdTe detectors can be fabricated with small detector volume, so tend to have a much higher detection speed and higher sensitivity than thermal detectors.

HgCdTe has many other advantages including: very high electron mobility ($\mu_e \sim 10^5$ cm$^2$/V·s for Hg$_{0.8}$Cd$_{0.2}$Te at $T = 80$ K), long ballistic length (mean free path can be several microns at $T = 80$ K), moderate dielectric constant, and moderate thermal coefficient of expansion (TCE) relative to competing detector materials [32], [33]. HgCdTe can be grown in bulk or epitaxially using processes such as liquid phase epitaxy and vapor phase epitaxy [32]. The static and high frequency dielectric constants for Hg$_{0.8}$Cd$_{0.2}$Te from 77 K to 300 K are $\varepsilon_0 = 13.0$ and $\varepsilon_{\infty} = 17.8$ respectively [35]. These values are low relative to PbSnTe - a leading competitive material. The static dielectric constant for PbTe is $\varepsilon_0 \approx 400$ and for SnTe is $\varepsilon_0 \approx 1700$ [32]. Higher dielectric constants create higher device capacitances and longer RC time constants. Scanned images then smear in the scanned direction if the device response is too slow [32]. Thus, HgCdTe is a superior material to PbSnTe for FPA-based imaging systems.
A cross-section of an HgCdTe photoconductor is shown in Fig 1-7. Anti-reflective (AR) coatings are used because HgCdTe has a refractive index of approximately $n = 4$. Much of the incoming IR would be reflected away from the detector without the AR coating. Unfortunately, the AR coating absorbs some of the incident radiation thus attenuating the radiation power received by the detector.

Traditionally, LWIR detectors have been used for thermal night-vision applications [1]. These applications have been driven primarily by military and national security interests. The extent of the requirements for these applications is detection of LWIR radiation and the formation of IR images from temperature contrast and emission differences. This has been done in systems for recognition and surveillance, tank sighting systems, anti-tank missile guidance, air-to-air heat seeking missile guidance, and satellite imaging [1], [32]. Further, HgCdTe has been used by NASA and NOAA for LWIR detection in a variety of earth satellite missions [32]. NOAA atmospheric sounders based on the absorption edge of the $\lambda = 14 \, \mu$m
CO₂ band, have used HgCdTe photoconductors operating at 90 K since the 1980s [32]. The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS) is a FPA covering spectral bands from visible to LWIR. Its six longest wavelength bands use HgCdTe photoconductors operating at 90 K [32].

Second-generation HgCdTe devices using photodiodes have been used to construct two-dimensional FPAs. A cross-section of a HgCdTe photodiode is shown in Fig 1-8. Second-generation photodiodes are used in scanned IR imaging systems and staring array configurations. FPAs exceeding 1024 x 1024 elements are common, and the IR astronomy application drives even larger staring arrays [32].

![Cross-section of a basic HgCdTe photodiode.](image)

**Fig 1-8:** Cross-section of a basic HgCdTe photodiode. The n-type layer is HgCdTe, grown on the CdZnTe substrate, followed by a p+-type layer to form the junction. From Norton [32].

Third-generation devices based on HgCdTe are also being developed. These devices are basically photodiodes that have been substantially enhanced to provide more advanced capabilities such as two-color detection, avalanche photodiodes, and hyperspectral arrays [32].
In spite of their advantageous capabilities, there are challenges with detecting LWIR radiation using photon detectors. For HgCdTe photoconductors and photodiodes, dark currents are a major limiting factor in detector performance. Dark currents are internal currents that occur in photon detectors when the device is not being illuminated by light. They are caused by the random thermal generation of electrons and holes within the depletion region of the device. Any applied bias voltage will provide an electric field which then sweeps these carriers across the device junction generating “dark” currents. Dark currents are proportional to the area of the device’s active region [30] so can be reduced by reducing this area. Thus, a reduction in device size is desirable. Unfortunately, by conventional optical coupling, reducing the device’s size means reducing its optical cross-section, which leads to a lowering of the incident radiant flux absorbed. If a means could be found to reduce the device size while mitigating the reduction of absorbed radiant flux, meaningful improvements to detector performance could be achieved.

1.4. Using Surface-Plasmonic Structures to Improve THz and LWIR Detection

The performance of both THz detectors and LWIR photon detectors could be improved upon if the devices could capture more radiation per unit area. This study examines some passive optical structures (surface-plasmonic structures) that may be able to satisfy that desire. Through the interaction of incident radiation with periodic conducting structures, bound surface waves can be excited on the structures. These surface waves are coupled to the incident radiation and can enhance both the electromagnetic fields near the structure and the far field radiation transmitted through the structure. This phenomenon leads us into the field of surface-
plasmonics. Nevertheless, it must be mentioned that although detectors are a strong motivation for the research conducted here, the realization of detector improvement was not carried out.

This dissertation is organized into six chapters including this introduction. The second chapter will discuss extraordinary optical transmission (EOT) as a phenomenon that may be used to concentrate and filter incoming radiation. This can increase detector sensitivity and selectivity though a corresponding reduction in detector area. The theory and mechanism of EOT will be covered. The third chapter will discuss the use of numerical computation as a modeling and simulation tool to do desktop virtual experiments in physics and engineering. The finite element method (FEM) was used in this study. Therefore, the theory behind FEM and its mathematical underpinnings will be discussed. Two commercially available FEM software packages, HFSS and COMSOL will be also be discussed. The fourth chapter covers the simulations of THz wire-grid polarizers. Wire-grid polarizers are planar structures made of parallel conducting strips which are mounted on low loss dielectric substrates. The geometries of these wire-grid polarizers are subwavelength, meaning the geometry is much smaller than the wavelengths of the incident radiation. What was found in this research was that increasing a wire-grid polarizer parameter called the fill factor (to be defined in Section 4.2) increased the performance of wire-grids as polarizers while concentrating EM fields into smaller volumes. This was unexpected and novel. It opens the door to the possibility of improving the performance of a detector if it is physically positioned to exploit the high fill factor EOT phenomenon. The fifth chapter covers the simulations of a particular LWIR component, a plasmonic wire grating (PWG). The PWG is also a planar metallic structure mounted on a dielectric. Although not taken to this step in this dissertation, the dielectric will eventually be a LWIR photoconductive material or photodiode. The goal is to use PWGs to
create EOT thereby concentrating LWIR into a smaller area thus allowing for a reduction in detector area while maintaining strong radiation to detector coupling. The sixth and final chapter will summarize and conclude this dissertation.
2. The Theory of Extraordinary Optical Transmission

2.1. Definition of EOT

The first report of Extraordinary Optical Transmission (EOT) was in 1998 by Ebbesen et al in the visible and near-IR regions [36]. Ebbesen was investigating the optical characteristics of submicron holes in metallic films. He and his research group found that when these holes were organized into two dimensional (2D) periodic arrays, the structure exhibited an unusually high zero-order transmission spectra (zero-order meaning that the incident and transmitted light were collinear) in the near IR. The cause of this phenomenon was not diffraction since the wavelengths of the incident light were much larger than the periods of the arrays. Ebbesen noted that spectrally sharp transmission peaks were observed and that the transmission efficiency often exceeded unity when normalized to the area of the holes. The peaks were orders of magnitude larger than what would be predicted using standard aperture theory. Ebbesen coined this phenomenon Extraordinary Optical Transmission. Based upon Ebbessen’s work, we will define EOT as – *The greatly enhanced transmission of light through a conducting film on which sub-wavelength apertures or other features have been patterned in a regular repeating periodic structure.*

There are three major parts to this definitions. First, EOT is a phenomenon of greatly enhanced light transmission. The amount of light transmitted (usually measured by the
transmission coefficient or transmittance) is much larger than what would be predicted using the theory of geometric optics. Bethe determined the transmission coefficient for light passing through a sub-wavelength cylindrical hole in a metal film in 1944 [37]. Using geometric optics, Bethe calculated that the transmission coefficient was proportional to the fourth power of the radius of the hole and inversely proportional to the fourth power of the wavelength of the incident radiation. This is shown in (2.1) where \( r \) is the radius of the hole and \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of the incident light.

\[
T \propto \left( \frac{r}{\lambda} \right)^4 \tag{2.1}
\]

Second, a conducting film is required. A conducting film is thin sheet of material that has a significant number of free charge carriers within it. Metals, highly doped semiconductors, transition-metal nitrides, or transparent conducting oxides (TCOs) [38] all qualify. There is not an exact number with which to quantify how many free charge carriers are required to support EOT. Nevertheless, the concentration of free charge carriers determine the plasma frequency of the material which is given by [39]

\[
\omega_p = \sqrt{\frac{ne^2}{m\varepsilon_0}} \tag{2.2}
\]

where \( n \) is the electron concentration, \( e \) is the electronic charge, \( m \) is the electron rest mass, and \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the permittivity of free space. EOT always occurs at frequencies below \( \omega_p \). At frequencies at or above \( \omega_p \) the material becomes more dielectric in character, and thus more and more transparent with increasing frequency. Third, the apertures or features must be organized in a periodic structure or pattern. This organization can be a 2D hole pattern, as was used in Ebbessen’s study, or it can be one-dimensional (1D) gratings [40], [41].
There are three physical mechanisms behind EOT: surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs or surface plasmons for short), waveguide modes, and structured surface plasmons (SSPs). Strictly speaking, 2D structures only support TM and TE waveguide modes; waveguide modes in 1D structures are similar to those that occur in parallel plate waveguides: TE, TM, and TEM depending on angle of incidence. Which mechanism is at work depends on the plasma frequency (wavelength) of the conducting film relative to the wavelength of the incident radiation, and the geometry relative to the wavelength of the incident radiation. Both SPPs and waveguide modes occur in periodic structures whenever the wavelength of the incident radiation is slightly greater than or equal to the period of the structure while SSPs are associated with subwavelength structures. SPPs are observed in the visible and IR regions. SPPs can be excited in the THz region but they are not locally confined and therefore are very weak [42]. Waveguide modes and SSPs occur throughout the electromagnetic spectrum. The SSP picture attempts to integrate both the SPP and the waveguide mechanisms into one overarching explanation of EOT. These concepts will be defined and discussed in the following sections.

2.2. EOT due to Surface Plasmon Polaritons (SPPs)

SPPs are collective excitations created by the coupling of electromagnetic (EM) waves to free electrons in a conductor along a dielectric-conductor interface. At such an interface, it is possible to create surface waves with E-field components perpendicular to the interface in both media. These components will be directed towards and away from the interface, beginning and ending at charges on the interface. A qualitative diagram of this behavior is given in Fig 2-1; the arrow-tipped curves represent the electric lines-of-force. The E-field components normal to the interface decay with distance from the interface. Thus, these surface
modes are confined to the interface. Fig 2-2 illustrates the phenomenon with the +/- z direction corresponding to the direction perpendicular to the interface. From a physical point of view, an SPP mode corresponds to the coupling of the incident radiation to an oscillating surface charge density wave (SCDW). When conducting structures have periodically patterned

Fig 2-1: SPP modes can be represented by oscillating charge density waves at the dielectric-conductor interface. The interface is at z = 0.

Fig 2-2: The magnitude of the normal component of the electric field associated with a SPP exponentially decays in the direction perpendicular to the dielectric-conductor interface.
apertures, the geometry can create SPP resonant frequencies at which the EM-wave-to-electron interaction is particularly strong. This resonant phenomenon greatly enhances local EM fields in and around the apertures. In fact, the electromagnetic energy is highly concentrated within the apertures during resonance. The apertures themselves then act like short electric dipole radiators. They become strong sources of electromagnetic re-radiation which are coupled to the incident radiation. The energy in these apertures is radiated out the opposite side of the structure and thereby creates the observed EOT phenomenon.

Let a plane EM wave, with its electric field parallel to the x-axis, be incident on an air (dielectric)-metal (conductor) interface with the interface at z = 0 as shown below in Fig 2-3.

![Fig 2-3: Interface between a dielectric and a conductor at z = 0. Arbitrary units are used.](image)

Since most materials are non-magnetic ($\mu = \mu_0$), it is the discontinuity of the electric permittivity across the interface which determines the behavior of the radiation at the interface. To elucidate the physics of this situation, Maxwell’s Equations are applied [43]. Here we view the metal as a highly polarizable dielectric (see Section 4.1), a valid assumption for $\omega \lesssim \omega_p$ [44]. Maxwell’s Equations in matter without source terms are given below in Eqs. (2.3) –
The boundary conditions for the electric and magnetic fields and the continuity requirement for the wavevector \( \vec{k} \) are given in Eqs. (2.7) – (2.11).

**Gauss's Law for \( \vec{D} \)**
\[
\nabla \cdot \vec{D} = 0
\]

(2.3)

**Gauss's Law for \( \vec{B} \)**
\[
\nabla \cdot \vec{B} = 0
\]

(2.4)

**Faraday's Law**
\[
\nabla \times \vec{E} = -\frac{\partial \vec{B}}{\partial t}
\]

(2.5)

**Ampere's Law**
\[
\nabla \times \vec{H} = \frac{\partial \vec{D}}{\partial t}
\]

(2.6)

**\( E_\parallel \) continuous**
\[
E_{x1} = E_{x2}
\]

(2.7)

**\( H_\parallel \) continuous**
\[
H_{y1} = H_{y2}
\]

(2.8)

**\( D_\perp \) continuous**
\[
D_{z1} = \varepsilon_1 E_{z1} = \varepsilon_2 E_{z2} = D_{z2}
\]

(2.9)

**\( B_\perp \) continuous**
\[
B_{z1} = B_{z2}
\]

(2.10)

**Continuity of \( k \)**
\[
k_{x1} = k_{x2} = k_x
\]

(2.11)

The instantaneous boundary conditions state that the tangential component of the electric field and the normal component of the magnetic flux density are continuous at the interface, Eqs. (2.7) and (2.10). Eq. (2.9) states that the normal component of the electric displacement field is continuous across the boundary, but the electric field is not. This discontinuity is caused by the change in electric permittivity from medium 1 (air) to medium 2 (metal). It implies that “bound” (polarization) surfaces charges are present at the interface. However, there are no “free” (source) surface charges present, see Eq. (2.3). The final boundary condition, Eq. (2.8), states that the tangential component of the magnetic field is
continuous across the interface. This implies that there are no “free” (source) surface currents; there is no source current term in Eq. (2.6). There are of course “bound” (polarization) currents. Since normal $\vec{D}$ is continuous, then by the curl operation in Eq. (2.6), so must tangential $\vec{H}$ be continuous. The continuity conditions for $\vec{k}$, in Eq. (2.11), are due to the conservation of energy.

The following trial solutions for the electric and magnetic fields, Eqs. (2.12) – (2.15), will satisfy Maxwell’s Equations with the above boundary and continuity conditions [44].

$z \geq 0$ (dielectric):

$$\vec{E}_1 = \{E_{x1}, 0, E_{z1}\} e^{i(k_x x - \omega t)} e^{jk_z z}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.12)

$$\vec{H}_1 = \{0, H_{y1}, 0\} e^{i(k_x x - \omega t)} e^{jk_z z}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.13)

$z \leq 0$ (conductor):

$$\vec{E}_2 = \{E_{x2}, 0, E_{z2}\} e^{i(k_x x - \omega t)} e^{jk_z z}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.14)

$$\vec{H}_2 = \{0, H_{y2}, 0\} e^{i(k_x x - \omega t)} e^{jk_z z}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.15)

When these solutions are inserted into Maxwell’s equations, and the boundary conditions applied, the dispersion relation can be calculated. Doing so yields (2.16)

$$k_x = k_{sp} = \frac{\omega}{c} \sqrt{\frac{\varepsilon_1 \varepsilon_2}{\varepsilon_1 + \varepsilon_2}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.16)

where $\varepsilon_1$ is the relative permittivity of the dielectric (air) and $\varepsilon_2$ is the relative permittivity of the metal. The relative permittivity of air is simply unity:

$$\varepsilon_1 = 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.17)

On the other hand, real metals are lossy. Therefore, the relative permittivity of the metal is a complex number of the form:
\[ \varepsilon_2 = \varepsilon'_2 + i\varepsilon''_2 \] (2.18)

In addition, both the real and imaginary parts of the relative permittivity are dispersive, meaning that their values vary with frequency. This is shown in Fig 2-4 below.

![Diagram](image)

Fig 2-4: Frequency dependence of the real and the imaginary parts of the relative electric permittivity for aluminum (left) and gold (right). Solid line is the Drude model, points are measured data. From Ordal [45].

Below the metal’s plasma frequency, the real part of its relative permittivity will be large and negative, \( \varepsilon'_2 < 0 \) and \( |\varepsilon'_2| \gg \varepsilon_1 \) (these conditions hold in the LWIR and THz regions). This behavior of \( \varepsilon_1 \) and \( \varepsilon_2 \) has the following effects. First, since \( \varepsilon_2 \) is complex, the wavevector for the surface plasmons will also be complex as shown in (2.19)

\[ k_{SP} = k'_{SP} + ik''_{SP} \] (2.19)
Second, the value under the radical sign in the dispersion relation, (2.16), will always be greater than unity. Therefore, the real part of the surface plasmon wavevector will be larger than the wavevector of the incident light (the light line).

\[ k_{sp}' > k_0 = \frac{\omega}{c} \]  

(2.20) asserts that there is a momentum difference between a surface plasmon wave and the incident light. Surface plasmons carry more momentum than light. In order for SPPs to be excited, the momentum difference must be matched. The final result from the SPP solution is that \( k_{z1} \) and \( k_{z2} \) must be imaginary [44]. Therefore, the components of the surface plasmon waves that are perpendicular to the interface decay exponentially with distance \( z \). The dispersion relation for a surface plasmon wave is plotted in Fig 2-5.

One observation from the dispersion relation is that as \( k_{sp}' \) increases so does the deviation of the surface plasmon dispersion curve from the light line. This means that as \( k_{sp}' \) increases the surface plasmons become increasingly localized at the air-metal interface. In other words, they become more confined to the surface as the frequency of the incident light increases (wavelength decreases). Surface plasmons propagate along the surface more efficiently as \( k_{sp}' \) increases.

A propagation length can be defined for surface plasmons. The propagation length is the distance along the surface that SPPs can travel before their intensity decreases by a factor of \( 1/e \). The propagation length is given by Ebbesen et al [46]:

\[ l_{sp} = \frac{1}{2k_{sp}} = \frac{2}{(k_{sp}')^3} \left( \frac{2\pi \varepsilon_2}{\lambda^2 \varepsilon_2''} \right)^2 \]  

(2.21)
Fig 2-5: Dispersion relation for a surface plasmon wave. $k_0$ is the wavevector for light. 
$k_{SP}$ is the real part of the wavevector for the surface plasmons. $\omega = ck$ is the light line. 
Plots from Barnes et al [47].

(2.21) asserts that propagation length decreases rapidly with increasing $k'_{SP}$. This is due to the 
increasing resistive damping effects in lossy metals for shorter wavelengths [46]. Therefore, 
even though surface plasmons become more confined with increasing k, they propagate shorter 
distances. Fig 2-6, shows this contrasting behavior. The intersection of the dispersion curve 
and the propagation length curve can be considered a “sweet spot” for SPP generation. For 
most metals, this “sweet spot” is in the visible region.
2.3. Methods for Generating SSPs

Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR) – the geometry for the ATR methods are shown in Fig 2-7. ATR is used to excite SPPs in the visible and IR regions. Panel (a) shows the Otto geometry, first demonstrated in 1968 [48]. In the Otto geometry, a prism is separated from a conducting metal by an air gap of less than a few wavelengths. The gap provides an electromagnetic tunnel barrier across which the radiation couples. The radiation is incident on the prism and is refracted. The radiation propagates through the prism until reaching the bottom side at angle of incidence $\theta_i$. If this angle of incidence is greater than the critical angle ($\theta_i > \theta_c$), total internal reflection will take place inside the prism. Under these conditions, an evanescent field will form in the air gap. As long as the bottom surface of the prism is not too far from the top surface of the metal, radiation will couple across the gap and excite SPPs on the metal’s surface. This occurs because the evanescent field has momentum in the x direction, which is greater than the momentum of any light that could propagate in the gap. Since [44]
\[
\sin \theta_i > \sin \theta_c = \frac{n_2}{n_1}
\]  
(2.22)

then [44]

\[
n_i \hbar k \sin \theta_i > n_2 \hbar k
\]  
(2.23)

Radiation incident at the bottom of the prism beyond \( \theta_c \) produces more momentum along the surface of the metal than can be supported by the air. This excess momentum

\[
\Delta p = n_i (\sin \theta_i - \sin \theta_c) \hbar k
\]  
(2.24)

provides the coupling to excite SPPs. Varying the angle of incidence of the P-polarized radiation at the prism-air interface varies the momentum in the \( x \) direction and thus allows for tuning of the device.

Fig 2-7: Geometry for generating SPPs using the ATR method. From Sambles et al [44].
The main weakness of this scheme is the air gap. The device’s performance is very sensitive to the spacing as coupling strength varies with coupling gap. To make the method more robust, Kretschmann and Raether (K-R) eliminated the air gap altogether using the metal itself as the evanescent tunnel barrier [49]. A thin film (thickness < 50 nm) of metal was coated onto the bottom surface of a prism. Surface plasmons were then excited on the bottom side of the metal film. Fig 2-7 panel (b) shows the K-R geometry. The weakness of the K-R scheme is that the spacing between the prism and the metal surface on which the SPPs propagate is fixed by the metal film thickness. Once the coating is applied, no adjustments can be made. Fig 2-7 panel (c) shows a hybrid geometry that uses a thin dielectric spacer between the bottom surface of the prism and the thin metal film. This design provides an adjustment mechanism to the K-R method. One advantage of the ATR method over the others is that it can excite SPPs on non-periodic conducting surfaces.

1D Periodic Arrays – 1D periodic arrays also provide a coupling method for excitation of SPPs. 1D periodic arrays are often referred to as plasmonic wire gratings (PWGs) in the literature. PWGs can operate either in reflection or transmission. The geometry of these devices is shown in Fig 2-8 where the incident radiation has transverse magnetic (TM) polarization with respect to the plane of incidence or perpendicular (s) polarization with respect to the grating axis. Note that SPPs only exist for TM incident polarization on PWGs [42].

In this dissertation, we only study the responses from transmission gratings, Fig 2-8 panel (b). In transmission gratings, the slits at the grating surface break the translational invariance of the interface. SPPs are excited by incident radiation as long as momentum is matched.
Fig 2-8: 1D grating couplers: (a) reflection gratings with period \( d \), groove width \( a \), and groove depth \( h \). (b) Transmission grating with period \( d \), slit width \( a \), and thickness \( h \). From Garcia-Vidal and Martin-Moreno [40].

Momentum matching occurs if the following relation is satisfied.

\[
k_{sp} = k_0 \sin \theta \pm nG
\]

where \( k_0 \) is the wavevector of the incident radiation, \( \theta \) is the angle of incidence, \( n = (1, 2, 3...) \), and \( G = 2\pi/d \) is the reciprocal vector of the grating.

PWGs have several advantages over ATR devices. First, they allow for direct coupling of SPPs, no tunneling occurs so the interaction is stronger. Second, PWGs do not usually require as much space as ATR devices and therefore are more amenable to nanoscale applications. Third, PWGs have no film or spacer thickness constraints.

Coupling strength in PWGs is highly dependent on groove or slit depth \( h \). Finally, for groove depths greater than or equal to one half a wavelength \( (h \geq \lambda/2) \) waveguide modes develop (see Section 2.4). This is true even when the groove width \( a \ll \lambda/2 \). In a PWG, there
can always be a propagating TEM mode in the groove or slit. There are no cutoff wavelengths for TEM modes (there are for TM and TE modes) [40]. Through their support of waveguide modes, PWGs provide a second mechanism for EOT generation besides SPPs.

**2D Periodic Hole Arrays** – 2D periodic hole arrays provide the third method for exciting SPPs. An example of a 2D hole array is shown in Fig 2-9. We will not be covering 2D holes arrays in this dissertation except to comment that SPPs will be excited on the surface of a 2D hole array for radiation at normal incidence when the following relation is satisfied [50]

$$\lambda \sqrt{m^2 + n^2} = a \sqrt{\varepsilon_1 \varepsilon_2} \over \varepsilon_1 + \varepsilon_2$$

(2.26)

where $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the incident radiation, $m$ and $n$ are integers, $a$ is the array period (symmetric in $x$ and $y$), and $\varepsilon_1$ and $\varepsilon_2$ are the relative permittivities of the dielectric (air) and the conductor (metal) respectively. 2D hole arrays also support TE and TM waveguide modes. But unlike TEM modes, which do not have cutoff wavelengths, TE and TM modes have cutoff wavelengths. Therefore, 2D hole arrays will have cutoff wavelengths beyond which propagation ceases. In addition, all modes in a 2D hole array cavity will become evanescent for hole diameters ($d$) smaller than one half a wavelength ($d < \lambda/2$)) [40].
2.4. EOT due to Waveguide Resonances

Waveguide modes can develop in 2D and 1D structures respectively. Unlike SPPs, strong waveguide resonances can occur in both the THz and the IR regions whenever the wavelength of the incident light is larger than the period in a 1D grating coupler or a 2D hole array, and the metal is thick enough to support waveguide modes in the apertures but not too thick such that the modes are strongly absorbed by attenuation in the conductor.

As stated earlier, 1D gratings support the same type of waveguide modes as parallel plate waveguides: TE, TM, and TEM modes. Plots of these modes are given in Fig 2-10. The TEM mode can occur as long as the electric field vector is normal to the surface of the slit wall (TM polarization of a normally incident wave) but not when it is tangent to the slit wall (TE polarization of a normally incident wave). This is shown in Fig 2-10 (b) and (d). The TEM mode has a cutoff frequency of DC so it will always propagate. TE and TM modes occur when
the incident radiation is oblique to the grating surface and do have cutoffs frequencies. Therefore, they do not always propagate.

![Diagram of waveguide modes](image)

**Fig 2-10:** Possible propagation modes in a parallel plate waveguide and in a 1D grating structure from the solution of Maxwell’s equations: (a) TE, (b) TE$_{00}$ which exists mathematically but not physically, (c) TM, and (d) TM$_{00}$ which is actually transverse electromagnetic (TEM). From Amanogowa.com [51].

A very good description of waveguide modes in 1D grating structures in the IR region is given by Porto et al [52]. Porto shows that resonances in IR transmission gratings are due to the excitation of two types of EM mechanisms: SPPs and waveguide modes. The type of
resonance that is excited depends on the relationship between the geometry of the grating, the wavelength of the incident radiation, and the angle of incidence of the incident radiation. These two types of resonances have also been reported by Garcia-Vidal and Martin-Moreno in the IR [40] and were seen in simulations performed in the IR region during this dissertation research. These results will be discussed in Sections 5.2 and 5.3.

As previously stated, SPP resonances can occur in 1D gratings in the visible and IR regions if $\lambda \cong d$ while waveguide resonances occur if $\lambda > d$ (d is the grating period). In addition, SPP resonances require a minimum slit width ($a > a_{\text{min}}$) while waveguide resonances only require a nonzero slit width ($a > 0$). Further, waveguide resonances require a minimum metal thickness ($h > h_{\text{min}} \cong \lambda/2$) while SPP resonances only require a nonzero thickness ($h > 0$). Higher order waveguide resonances may be excited depending on whether $h \gg \lambda/2$. The condition for a waveguide resonance to occur is given by [53], [54]

$$\lambda_n \lesssim \frac{2h}{N}$$

where N is the resonance order. Note that the approximation sign is necessary because the actual resonance wavelength is red-shifted by standing wave distortion at the two slit ends (fringing effects) [53]; h must be slightly greater than the free-space wavelength divided by two for Nth order. SPP resonances have a strong dependence on the angle of incidence while waveguide resonances do not as TEM modes occur at normal incidence and TM or TE modes occur at oblique incidence.

An excellent graphical representation of some of this behavior is given by Porto and is reproduced in Fig 2-11 below. The top panel (no letter label) shows the geometry of a 1D
transmission grating on a substrate and defines geometric parameters \( d \) (grating period), \( a \) (slit width), and \( h \) (grating thickness).

Panel (a) shows the calculated zero-order transmission versus wavelength at normal incidence for three different grating thicknesses \( (h = 0.2, 0.6, \text{and } 1.2 \, \mu m) \), while parameters \( d = 3.5 \, \mu m \) and \( a = 0.5 \, \mu m \) are held constant. Two sharp resonances are seen. They cannot be

waveguide resonances since (2.27) is not satisfied here (\( h \) is too small). They can be SPP resonances, since these occur whenever \( \lambda \approx d \) for any nonzero value of \( h \). An indeed Porto identifies them as such. These resonances are asymmetric in shape and indicative of Fano
resonances [41]. As the wavelength is increased, zero-order transmission increases monotonically. No waveguide resonances are observed in panel (a). This behavior is also reported by Huang [53].

Panel (b) shows the calculated zero-order transmission versus wavelength for \( h = 2, 3, \) and \( 4 \) \( \mu \)m, \( d = 3.5 \) \( \mu \)m, and \( a = 0.5 \) \( \mu \)m (again normal incidence). This time (2.27) is satisfied. The SPP resonances are still present for \( \lambda \approx d \) but here new resonances emerge for \( \lambda > d \). These are TEM mode waveguide resonances. Their shapes are broad and symmetric relative to the shapes of the SPP resonances. Both types of resonances widen as the slit width is increased [53]. A summary of the geometry requirements for both SPP and waveguide resonances in a 1D transmission grating is given in Table 2-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resonance Type</th>
<th>Wavelength</th>
<th>Slit Width</th>
<th>Grating Thickness</th>
<th>Incident angle dependence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPP</td>
<td>( \lambda \approx d )</td>
<td>( a &gt; a_{\text{min}} )</td>
<td>( h &gt; 0 )</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waveguide</td>
<td>( \lambda &gt; d )</td>
<td>( a &gt; 0 )</td>
<td>( h &gt; h_{\text{min}} \approx \lambda/2 )</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-1: Summary of the geometry requirements for various EM resonances in 1D transmission gratings.

2.5. Structured Surface Plasmons (SSPs) – A Comprehensive Picture

EOT is also observed in the microwave, millimeter wave, and THz regions [55], [56]. Yet in these regions, the mechanism for EOT is not SPP coupling, strictly speaking [53], [42]. In good conductors, a high concentration of free electrons ensures that well-confined SPPs can exist only for frequencies relatively close to the plasma frequency (\( \omega_p \)). For metals, SPPs are well supported in the visible and near-infrared regions. In order to have SPP propagation on
the air-conductor interface, the SPP propagation constant must be larger than the
electromagnetic (EM) wavevector \( k_{SP} > k_0 \). As stated in Section 2.2, this condition leads
to decaying fields perpendicular to the air-metal interface. The amount of the confinement
increases with increasing \( k_{SP} \) and decreases significantly for \( \omega \ll \omega_p \), where \( k_{SP} \)
approaches \( k_0 \) asymptotically. In the THz region, the SPP wavevector \( k_{SP} \) is approximately
\( k_0 (k_{SP} \approx k_0) \) in metal conductors. This is because there is a very large negative real part of
the complex relative permittivity \( |\varepsilon| \sim 10^5 \) for metals at these frequencies. Thus, metals
behave like perfect electrical conductors (PECs) in the THz region. There can be no E-fields
inside PECs. A substantial field amplitude inside the conductor is necessary for providing the
non-zero tangential E-field component which generates the oscillating spatial charge
distribution at the conductor’s surface. With no significant field penetration into the conductor,
SPPs become highly delocalized. As a consequence, SPPs at THz frequencies are not confined
to the conductor’s surface and act like grazing incidence light fields extending over a great
number of wavelengths into the dielectric space above the interface [42]. Fig 2-5 and Fig 2-6
show this behavior graphically.

The question may be asked has to how this increasing field penetration reconciles with
the classical skin effect. The classical skin depth is given by

\[
\delta = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\pi \sigma \mu f}} \tag{2.28}
\]

where \( \sigma \) is the electrical conductivity, \( \mu \) is the magnetic permeability, and \( f \) is the frequency.
Examination of (2.28) would lead one to conclude that skin depth decreases with increasing
frequency and therefore decreases with increasing wavenumber \( k \) meaning there should be less
field penetration into a conductor in the optical and infrared regions than in the THz region. However, as will be discussed at some length in Section 4.1, the conductivity itself is frequency dependent (and complex valued). Therefore, $\sigma = \sigma(\omega)$. Further, electrical conductivity is related to electrical permittivity by (4.35) and (4.36) where $\varepsilon = \varepsilon(\omega)$. Therefore skin depth is also a function of electrical permittivity and in fact can be written as [57]

$$\delta = \frac{1}{\text{Re} \left\{ \frac{k_0^2 \varepsilon_r}{\sqrt{-k_0^2 \varepsilon_r}} \right\}}$$

(2.29)

where $k_0$ is the free space wavenumber and $\varepsilon_r$ is the complex valued relative permittivity. Looking back to Fig 2-4, we see that the real part of $\varepsilon_r$ falls sharply with increasing wavenumber (increasing frequency). Therefore, the tendency of $\delta$ to decrease with increasing $f$ (or $k$) is mitigated by its tendency to increase with the decreasing real part of $\varepsilon_r$. This effect becomes quite significant for $k \geq 1e3 \text{ cm}^{-1} (\lambda \leq 10 \mu \text{m})$ where the effect from $\varepsilon_r$ dominates the effect from $f$. This explains how field penetration can increase with increasing $f$ (or $k$).

Therefore, we will only observe SPPs for frequencies at or above the IR. Nevertheless, at THz and lower frequencies SPP-like behavior can be created by the coupling of incident electromagnetic radiation to free electron oscillations on conducting surfaces that can generate evanescent modes [53]. In the literature this SPP-like behavior has been referred to as “spoof surface plasmons” [58], [59] and “designer plasmons” [42]. A grid of periodically spaced apertures in a metal (even a perfect conductor) film can support spoof plasmons when apertures and aperture periods are sub-wavelength, in other words $a < d < \lambda$ ($a$ = aperture dimension, $d$ = grid period, and $\lambda$ = radiation wavelength). This contradiction, SPP-like behavior (spoof plasmons) observed at THz frequencies where strong SPPs cannot exist, still causes significant misunderstanding, confusion, and arguments in field of surface plasmonics [53].
What is certain is that free-electron oscillations play a fundamental role in all surface plasmon phenomena. Recently, Huang and Peng published detailed studies [53] and [58] which show that the different mechanisms used to explain extraordinary light emission and interference in all periodic and non-periodic conducting structures (including perfect conductors) are really part of the same basic model which they call the structured surface plasmon (SSP) picture. Huang shows that the SSP picture bridges the gap between SPPs in the visible and infrared wavelengths, and spoof plasmons in the microwave, millimeter wave, and THz regions.

What follows is an explanation of the SSP picture given by Huang and Peng. Metals have free conduction electrons that move and oscillate easily on their surfaces in response to incident electromagnetic waves. The oscillating electrons are linearly accelerated back and forth by the incident radiation. Accelerating electrons radiate. Thus, secondary radiation is emitted from the surface of the metal. Yet, SPPs are bound surface modes that do not radiate. If SPPs are caused by oscillating charges, what happens to the radiation? This paradox may be explained as follows using Fig 2-12. Fig 2-12 panel (a) shows the generation of SPPs on a plane surface using the Otto geometry to couple the incident radiation. The “+” and “-” symbols represent instantaneous positive and negative charges (the negative charges move, the positive do not). A SCDW is generated as a result of electron oscillations. SPP modes are sinusoidal SCDWs with period \( d \). Since

\[
d = 2\pi / \text{Re}(k_{sp}) < \lambda
\]  

(2.30)

the SPP is a subwavelength charge pattern. Each period in the SCDW is an electric dipole associated with polarization \( P \) that emits secondary radiation. Adjacent dipoles have equal and
opposite phase (π phase difference). This is seen in Fig 2-12 panel (b). But for any direction $\theta \neq 0$, two adjacent dipoles have a path difference $\Delta S$, where $\Delta S$ is given by

$$\Delta s = d \sin \theta < d < \lambda$$

(2.31)

Thus the phase difference between the secondary radiation emitted from the two adjacent dipoles ($\overrightarrow{P_1}$ and $\overrightarrow{P_2}$ in Fig 2-12 panel (b)) is still close to π provided that $d \ll \lambda$. So, they tend

Fig 2-12: SPP on a plane metal surface using Otto geometry. From Huang and Peng [53].

to cancel at any oblique angle in the far field. Secondary radiations along $\theta = 0$ are in phase ($\Delta S = 0$). But, when viewed from a single period of the sinusoidal SCDW each secondary radiation consists of two sub-secondary (tertiary radiation) radiations with anti-parallel electric fields $\overrightarrow{E_1}$ and $\overrightarrow{E_2}$ that cancel each other in the far field. Therefore, destructive interference of the secondary radiation cancels all far field radiation. The secondary radiations form an
evanescent wave above the surface as shown in Fig 2-12 panel (c) (compare with Fig 2-1). This is why SPPs correspond to bound surface modes.

Media with $Re(\varepsilon_c) > 0$ do not support SPPs as the wavevector defined in Eq. (2.16) does not satisfy Eq. (2.30). Perfect (or nearly perfect) conductors with $|Re(\varepsilon_c)| \to \infty$, for instance real metals in the microwave and THz regions, do not support SPPs either because as $k_{sp} \to \omega/c = k_0$ in Eq. (2.16), $d \to \lambda$ in Eq. (2.30). This causes $Re(k_{x1}) \to 0$ in Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13), and $Re(k_{x2}) \to 0$ in Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15). Thus, the scattered wave on the conductor surface tends to be non-evanescent. Confinement is lost and the electromagnetic energy radiates away before it can propagate as an SPP.

A plane wave normally incident on a conducting surface without the prism of the Otto geometry is shown in Fig 2-13 panel (a). In this situation free electrons move uniformly along the surface due to $\vec{E}_{in}$. There is no net charge and reflection obeys the Fresnel equations [60]. In Fig 2-13 panel (b), a slit or hole is added to the conductor geometry. Electron motion is now impeded by the corner of the gap edge. Most of the electrons will stop here (although some will continue down the vertical wall) as there is no driving force in normal direction. Negative charges will pile up on one side of the gap. Negative charges will vacate the opposite side leaving only the stationary positive charges. As can be seen, an electric dipole $\vec{P}_a$ is formed across the gap. $\vec{P}_a$ is coupled to the incident radiation and thus oscillates. Hence, $\vec{P}_a$ becomes a new light source and emits secondary radiation. Fig 2-13 panel (c) extends this scenario to a periodic 1D array of slits. The grating is assumed to be semi-infinite, there is no feedback from below (extension of this theory to finite thickness gratings will be covered shortly). The period of the grating is $d$ and the width of each slit is $W$. Each slit now becomes a new light
source. Along oblique directions ($\theta \neq 0$) secondary radiations have a path difference of $\Delta S = d \sin \theta$, where $d$ is now the grating period. For $\lambda > d$ Eq. (2.30) is again satisfied. Oblique secondary radiation is cancelled in the far field because of destructive interference. An evanescent wave is formed at the surface.

The charge pattern in Fig 2-13 panel (c) is sub-wavelength, like that in Fig 2-12. Nonetheless, there are two fundamental and important differences. First, the SPP in Fig 2-12 is a propagating wave with a definite $k$ value that is dependent on $\varepsilon_c$, an intrinsic property of the metal. Meanwhile, the SCDW in Fig 2-13 panel (c) is a standing wave with a period that is always equal to the grating period $d$. Thus, the SCDW’s period is a geometrical effect that can occur for any incident wave with $\lambda > d$ and for any conducting media containing free electrons including perfect conductors and conductors with $Re(\varepsilon_c) > 0$. Second, the SPP is a

---

Fig 2-13: SPP on various plane metal surfaces. From Huang and Peng [53].
bound surface mode. In contrast, the SCDW is radiative along $\theta = 0$ ($\Delta S = 0$) as seen in Fig 2-13 panel (d). Here, electric dipole $\vec{P}_a$ emits secondary radiation $\vec{E}_a$. Electric dipole $\vec{P}_r$ emits secondary radiation $\vec{E}_r$ with a phase that is usually very close to the Fresnel reflected wave. If we let $\vec{E}_r$ include the Fresnel reflected wave, then the secondary radiation from each period is seen to have two sub-secondary radiations (tertiary radiations) with opposite directions and phases. Unlike the SPP, $\vec{E}_a$ and $\vec{E}_r$ generally have different strengths and do not fully cancel each other out in the far field. This leads to backward propagation and a strong resonant effect. Previously, these oscillating SCDWs have been called spoof plasmons. Huang and Peng use the term structured surface plasmons (SSPs) to describe them. For periodic structures, the periodicity of the SSP is controlled by the geometry of the structure itself instead of the material properties of the conductor. In this way, the mechanism behind the response of the SSP is similar to that of a metamaterial where the EM response is a function the underlying geometry of the structure rather than the properties of the constituent materials. The SSP effect can be thought of as a type of metamaterial response.

Fig 2-14 shows how the SSP picture extends to finite-thickness gratings (grating period $d$ and slit width $W$). From Fig 2-14 we see that $\vec{P}_a$ emits a secondary radiation in the forward direction down into the slit. The slit acts like a parallel plate waveguide and secondary radiation $\vec{E}_a$ is constrained to be a plane wave. This plane wave creates oscillating SCDWs on the two slit walls. The SCDWs and $\vec{E}_a$ propagate down the slit walls but suffer some attenuation because of resistive damping from the metal conductor. If the grating is extremely thick, these waves can damp out before reaching the bottom. If the grating is thin enough, the waves will reach the bottom.
Upon reaching the bottom the motion of the electrons is again impeded by the bottom corners of the slit. This causes charges to pile up along the corners leading to another oscillating dipole like $\vec{P}_b$ in Fig 2-14. $\vec{P}_b$ can give strong feedback to the upper surface by emitting $\vec{E}_b$. $\vec{E}_b$ has associated with it two SCDWs propagating upward along the slit walls. If $\vec{E}_b$ is in phase with $\vec{E}_a$, then it enhances $\vec{P}_a$. This enhancement of $\vec{P}_a$ strengthens $\vec{E}_{P\alpha}$, $\vec{E}_a$, $\vec{P}_b$, $\vec{E}_b$, etc (regenerative feedback). A TEM waveguide resonance is formed. Under this condition, $\vec{E}_r$ is dominated by $\vec{E}_{P\alpha}$ in the far fields thus minimizing reflection.

Fig 2-14: Charged oscillation induced light emission, resonance, and transmission through a conducting grating. From Huang and Peng [53].

At the bottom surface, dipoles $\vec{P}_b$ and $\vec{P}_t$ emit secondary radiation away from the slit. For $\lambda > d$, only $\vec{E}_{Pb}$ and $\vec{E}_t$ propagate while oblique secondary radiations are evanescent. Unlike on the top surface, where $\vec{E}_r$ contains specular reflection, $\vec{E}_t$ is emitted exclusively from
dipole $\vec{P}_t$. For $W < d/2$, the strength of $\vec{P}_b$ is much greater than $\vec{P}_t$ so that the transmitted wave is dominated by $\vec{E}_{Pb}$. The energy of the transmitted wave is highly concentrated at the slit openings. For long wavelengths ($\lambda \gg d$) this results in a near field focusing width $W \ll \lambda$ (focusing below the diffraction limit). In the far field, this effect disappears as the transmitted wave becomes a plane wave. At resonant wavelengths, $\vec{E}_{Pb}$ is maximized and therefore zero-order transmission is also maximized. Thus, the SSP picture offers an explanation for both SPP resonances and waveguide resonances. It also explains how SSP-like behavior occurs in the microwave and THz regions of the EM spectrum where good conductors act like perfect conductors.
3. The Finite Element Method

3.1. Finite Element Method – A Peak Under the Hood

The finite element method (FEM) is a numerical means for solving boundary value problems consisting of partial differential equations (PDEs) and system of PDEs. The basic idea behind FEM is to break the domain over which the problem is specified into many small connected pieces called elements. This is known as discretization. Then, the equations are numerically solved in each element to approximate the solution over the full domain. The idea is analogous to approximating a curve using many connected straight lines, each short compared to the length of the curve.

The mathematical principle behind FEM is that a problem formulated in what mathematicians call the weak form can yield an approximate solution to the problem in the strong form. Therefore, the first step in FEM is to state any constraints (PDEs and boundary conditions) on the field variables in the weak form [61]. To understand the weak form we first define the strong form. In the strong form, the field variables are required to be continuous and have continuous partial derivatives up through the order of the PDE throughout the domain. In the weak form, the continuity requirements are relaxed. Discontinuities are allowed as long as they are integrable throughout the domain. Restating a PDE in the weak form permits the application of linear algebraic techniques to derive an approximate solution to the original problem.
To see the equivalence of a PDE and its weak form consider Poisson’s equation in three dimensions

\[-\nabla^2 u(x) = f(x)\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

Here \(x\) is a three dimensional dependent field variable in domain \(\Omega\). To convert from the strong to the weak form, we define a test function \(v(x)\) over \(\Omega\) and restrict \(v(x)\) to a class of functions such that \(v \in V\). (3.1) is then multiplied by \(v(x)\) and integrated over \(\Omega\)

\[-\int_\Omega v(x)\nabla^2 u(x)\,dx = \int_\Omega v(x)f(x)\,dx\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

where \(dx\) is a volume element. This equation can be integrated by parts using Green’s first identity to get

\[-\int_{\partial\Omega} v(x)\left[\nabla u(x) \cdot \hat{n}\right]dS + \int_\Omega \left[\nabla v(x) \cdot \nabla u(x)\right]\,dx = \int_\Omega v(x)f(x)\,dx\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

This is the weak form of (3.1). We can simplify this further if we apply the Neumann boundary condition

\[\nabla u(x) \cdot \hat{n} = \frac{\partial u(x)}{\partial n} = 0\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

and thus eliminate the boundary term from (3.3). We then have

\[\int_\Omega \left[\nabla v(x) \cdot \nabla u(x)\right]\,dx = \int_\Omega v(x)f(x)\,dx\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.5)

Rearranging we get

\[\int_\Omega \left[\nabla v(x) \cdot \nabla u(x) - v(x)f(x)\right]\,dx = 0\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)

This equation must hold for all \(v \in V\).
In general, a function \( w(x) \) can be decomposed into a series of basis functions \( \phi_i \) such that

\[
w(x) = \sum_{i} w_i \phi_i(x)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.7)

where \( w_i \) are the coefficients. In the FEM method, the basis functions \( \phi_i \) are functions whose values are only non-zero within a single element referenced by \( i \). This decomposition allows \( w(x) \) to be approximated to arbitrary accuracy with piecewise linear basis functions and sufficiently small elements [61]. Note that the basis functions may be of higher order if desired, in which case more than one unknown is needed per element. The number of unknowns and the number of basis function increases with order. We now take \( V \) to be the space of all functions that are linear combinations of the basis functions \( \phi_i \). This allows \( v(x) \) to be decomposed and written as [61]

\[
v(x) = \sum_{i} v_i \phi_i(x)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.8)

The test function \( v(x) \) enters (3.6) linearly, so if (3.6) is satisfied for each basis function \( \phi_i \), then it is satisfied for all linear combinations of basis functions, (3.8), and thus for all \( v \in V \). Therefore, (3.8) can be substituted into (3.6) to create a \( (k + 1)N \times (k + 1)N \) system of equations in \( (k + 1)N \) unknowns where \( k \) is the order of the element (\( k = 1 \) is linear, \( k = 2 \) is quadratic, etc.) and \( N \) the number of elements. This system will approximate the solution to Eq. (3.1).

Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) FEM programs automatically assemble and solve these \( (k + 1)N \times (k + 1)N \) systems of equations. In the assembling the matrices, the FEM method applies what is known as the Galerkin formulation which sets \( v(x) = u(x) \) [61]. One
method of solution to the above system is to use a nonlinear solver such as Newton’s Method. The N-dimensional analogue of Newton’s Method for vector equations is

\[ L(U) = 0 \]  (3.9)

where \( U \) is a vector of the unknowns. \( L(U) \) is a system of equations formed by substituting the basis functions \( \phi_i \) for \( v \) and \( u \) in Eq. (3.6). Doing so yields [61]

\[ K(U_0)(U - U_0) = L(U_0) \]  (3.10)

where \( K(U_0) \) is known as the stiffness matrix and \( L(U_0) \) is the load vector. The stiffness matrix is the negative Jacobian of \( L \)

\[ K(U_0) = -\frac{\partial L(U_0)}{\partial U} \]  (3.11)

(3.10) gives a linear matrix equation for \( U \) in terms of a previous approximate solution \( U_0 \). If \( U_0 \) is reasonably close to \( U \), Eq. (3.10) should converge to an acceptable accuracy of \( U \) in a finite number of iterations, with each iteration improving upon the accuracy of the solution [61]. COTS FEM programs automate the solution to these types of systems and can reach an approximate solution to an accuracy determined by the user and the computer resources available.

3.2. Finite Element Method – Element Types

There are number of basic element types used to discretize the domain in an FEM problem, classified according to shape and order. Various element shapes for one, two, and three dimensional geometries are shown below in Fig 3-1.
For one dimensional problems, the element shape is always a line segment which resides within the interval on which the solution is sought. As can be seen, two and three dimensional problems offer more variety in element shapes.

The geometry of the element is an important factor and is one of the main advantages of FEM over other numerical PDE solving methods. This because when a domain is discretized into finite elements, the resulting mesh is conformal. This means that even problems with complex curved geometries may be discretized and that the solutions calculated using FEM cover the entire domain. This often leads to improved accuracy over other numerical methods such as the Finite Difference Method which uses a fixed grid point mesh.

The order of an element conveys the order of the interpolation polynomial (the basis function) used to mathematically define that element. There are three types of elements as categorized by order: Simplex, Complex, and Multiplex [61]. Simplex elements use polynomials with linear terms and constants and have nodes at the corners of the element. All
the elements shown in Fig 3-1 are simplex elements. Complex elements use higher order polynomials (quadratic, cubic, quartic, etc.) with corner nodes as well as edge and internal nodes. Multiplex elements also use higher order polynomials but are laid out such that their sides are parallel to the coordinate axis. Examples of complex elements with polynomial basis functions up to the third order are shown in Fig 3-2. Note that the accuracy of a solution increases with the use of higher-order-polynomial basis functions. However, higher order basis functions are more complicated and thus take more time and memory to compute. Thus, the advantage of higher order basis functions is often offset. There is a tradeoff between accuracy and computational time/resources. This is a common theme among all numerical methods.

![Complex finite elements with polynomial basis functions up to third order.](image)

Fig 3-2: Complex finite elements with polynomial basis functions up to third order. From Zimmerman [61].

3.3. Finite Element Method – Elements vs. Accuracy

There is a further trade-off between the accuracy, computational time, and resources required to arrive at the solution and the number of elements in the discretization. There is no formula for choosing the optimum number of elements. Nominally, the accuracy of the solution increases with the number of elements N. Nevertheless, there is a certain number, known as the critical number (N_c), beyond which increasing the number of elements does not significantly increase solution accuracy. This is shown in Fig 3-3. Increasing the resolution
of the mesh beyond $N_c$ elements will increase computational time and memory requirements. It does not provide any meaningful increase in accuracy of the solution.

![Normalized error versus number of elements N](image)

Fig 3-3: Normalized error versus number of elements N. From Zimmerman [61].

### 3.4. HFSS and COMSOL

Two FEM packages were used to perform the simulations in this dissertation. High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) was used to simulate THz and LWIR components while COMSOL Multiphysics was used to simulate LWIR components. The choice of these tools was based on availability. The THz simulation work was started in 2011 at Wright State University’s THz Sensors Laboratory. At that time, HFSS was the only package available. The initial LWIR simulations were done at the Air Force Research Laboratory’s Sensors Directorate at Wright Patterson Air Force Base in the summer of 2012. Again, HFSS was the only available package at that time. Later, LWIR simulations were done using COMSOL when it became available in the summer of 2013.

HFSS is an FEM software package from Ansys Inc., formally Ansoft. It provides full wave solutions to the Helmholtz wave equation within a user defined 3D solution domain. It
provides a large library of material models to use in electromagnetic simulations. Both
dielectrics and conductors are included in the HFSS material model library. The dielectrics
are defined by real-valued dielectric constants and in many cases dielectric loss tangents.
Conductors are defined by real-valued conductivities and real-valued dielectric constants of
value unity. All electrical parameters defined in the HFSS material library are constant with
respect to frequency. Therefore, HFSS material library dielectrics and conductors are
dispersionless. However, HFSS allows users to define their own material models characterized
by user defined permittivities, conductivities, and loss tangents. User defined material models
may be frequency dependent. In this dissertation they were entered as look-up tables that the
HFSS computation engine referenced as needed during simulation calculations.

HFSS has an adaptive meshing algorithm that builds the mesh through iterative
discretization of the solution domain. An initial mesh is generated based upon a user defined
solution frequency and a user defined error value $\Delta s$. Both of these values are entered by the
user during the simulation set up. HFSS calculates the S-parameters from the initial mesh.
The mesh is then refined. The S-parameters are calculated again. The differences between the
S-parameters from the first and second meshes is $\Delta s$. If $\Delta s$ is less than or equal to the user
provided value, the adaptive mesh engine considers the mesh converged and uses the second
mesh for all further calculations. If $\Delta s$ is greater than the user defined value, another mesh
refinement and S-parameter calculation is executed. Another $\Delta s$ is calculated using the third
and second mesh S-parameters. If this $\Delta s$ is less than or equal to the user provided value, the
adaptive mesh engine considers the mesh converged and uses the third mesh for all further
calculations. Otherwise, another mesh refinement is generated. This process continues until
$\Delta s$ is found that is less than or equal to the user defined accuracy goal or until an iteration
limit is reached. In HFSS, the user has some control over the initial mesh parameters and the meshing algorithm that is used. However, this control is limited relative to other solvers. HFSS’s adaptive mesh algorithm is a “smart” algorithm that removes a significant amount of the set up from the user’s hands. But, it also takes much of the control out of the user’s hands in accomplishing this.

HFSS works very well in the THz, microwave, and RF regions of the EM spectrum. It has a desktop interface that is relatively straight-forward to use. It has a good reputation in the modeling of RF and microwave antennas as well as microwave devices and components. Nonetheless, HFSS is strictly an electromagnetics solver. It only solves the Helmholtz wave equation. No other physical problems may be solved with it. The user cannot add to or change any of the physics as it is embedded into the package. In this dissertation, HFSS struggled with electromagnetic components and structures when their dimensions were comparable to the wavelength of the incident radiation. This is because these geometries physically generate higher diffraction orders, all of which must be accounted for in the simulation’s energy calculations. This led to significantly more elements and electromagnetic modes in the simulation and thus significantly more computational time and resource requirements to solve those problems. To be fair to HFSS, this is an issue with any FEM solver.

COMSOL Multiphysics is an FEM solver from COMSOL Inc. COMSOL was formally known as FEMLAB. Like HFSS, COMSOL provides full wave simulation solutions to the Helmholtz wave equation through its RF module, as well as library or user defined material models. Unlike HFSS, COMSOL provides physics based modeling. This reveals itself most markedly in multiphysics simulations. Multiphysics simulations have two important characteristics. First, they provide the user with the ability to perform different
physical simulations with the same software package and the same workflow. COMSOL Multiphysics is a modular software package. Different modules can be purchased and installed to model different physical phenomena such as electromagnetics, thermal physics, structural analysis, semiconductor physics, plasma physics etc. Second, COMSOL Multiphysics provides the user with the ability to couple these different physics models together into one simulation. For example, thermal physics and electromagnetics may be coupled together to model current flow in a copper wire. The current will cause a change the wire’s temperature. Since the change in the wire’s temperature will then affect the wire’s conductivity, the current will change. This will further change the temperature which will further change the conductivity and so on. These interactions can be defined and mutually coupled into one study and solved self-consistently to deliver a more realistic simulation result.

COMSOL gives the user the ability to set up simulations by using the built-in physics interface or by using Equation Based Modeling. Both methods are accessed from the desktop interface. With the physics interface, the user selects the type of physics problem(s) to solve via a menu driven process. The standard COMSOL workflow then leads the user into creating the geometry, assigning materials, defining boundary conditions, and defining excitation sources. The simulation is then executed. The results can then be viewed in a number of tabular, file, and visual formats. Alternatively, with Equation Based Modeling, the user may directly enter the PDE(s) governing the physical phenomenon into the model. Homogeneous or non-homogeneous equations (PDEs, ODEs, and algebraic) and systems of equations may be entered manually. Boundary conditions and excitation sources are manually entered as well. The simulation is then executed. The same options for viewing the results that are offered with the physics interface are offered with Equation Based Modeling. The two
approaches may be combined to give the user extra flexibility if new physics needs to be injected into a simulation already using a physics interface. COMSOL also allows users to build their own desktop physics interface templates from the Equation Based Modeling process. These features give the user the ultimate in control and flexibility in FEM modelling. Finally, COMSOL allows the user significant control over the meshing details and the computational algorithms used to mesh and simulate the problem. COMSOL essentially gives users an FEM toolbox for scientific and engineering analysis with significant flexibility and control. On the other hand, all these features and capabilities come with a price. COMSOL Multiphysics is much more difficult to learn than HFSS. However, due to the sophistication of COMSOL’s approach to FEM modeling, one can certainly argue that it is worth the effort in the long-run for anyone wishing do serious simulation studies.
4. Full Wave Simulations of THz Wire-Grid Polarizers

4.1. The Drude Model for Metals and the Dielectric Function

In this dissertation, the Drude model [62] for AC conductivity in metals and the dielectric function were both used to describe the electromagnetic response of metals in THz simulations. This was done to improve the accuracy of the simulations relative to real-world results. We did not believe that the library material models for metals provided by HFSS were adequate for this task as they are dispersionless and use real-valued conductivities and permittivities. This is a satisfactory approximation in the common RF bands where HFSS is most often used, but becomes increasingly inaccurate at THz frequencies and above.

Paul Drude constructed his theory of electrical conductivity in metals by applying the kinetic theory of gases [43]. The Drude model treats a metal as a free electron gas in which the negatively charged valence electrons detach from their respective atoms. These electrons then move freely throughout the interior of the metal. The atoms that have given up their valence electrons are positively charged ions which are stationary. The major assumptions in the Drude model are as follows [43]:

- *Independent electron approximation* – The interaction between the electrons moving through the metal is neglected.

- *Free electron approximation* – Other than collisions, the interaction between the electrons and the ions in the metal is neglected.
• **Collisions are instantaneous** – The collisions between the electrons and the ions are instantaneous and elastic, abruptly altering the velocity of the electron. The positions of the ions are unaffected by the collisions.

• **Mean time between collisions** – There is a mean time between collisions, \( \tau \). This time (also known as the electronic relaxation time or simply the relaxation time), is of the order of \( 10^{-14} \) s for most metals at room temperature. There is a damping frequency, \( \gamma \), that is the multiplicative inverse of the relaxation time, \( \gamma = 1/\tau \). Therefore, \( \gamma \sim 100 \) THz at room temperature.

• **Thermal equilibrium** – The electrons achieve thermal equilibrium with their surroundings only through collisions. There is no memory of the pre-collision state. After each collision, the electron has a velocity vector that is not related to its velocity vector before the collision. The magnitude of the post-collision velocity vector is a function of the temperature at the location of the collision.

The DC conductivity of a metal can be described by two important equations:

\[
\vec{J} = \sigma_0 \vec{E} \tag{4.1}
\]

and

\[
\sigma_0 = \frac{ne^2\tau}{m} \tag{4.2}
\]

where (4.1) is a vectorial form of Ohm’s Law. It equates the current density \( \vec{J} \) with the product of the DC conductivity of the material (\( \sigma_0 \)) and the applied electric field \( \vec{E} \). The DC conductivity is given by (4.2) where \( n \) is the electron concentration, \( e \) is the electronic charge, \( \tau \) is the relaxation time, and \( m \) is the mass of an electron.
The basic derivation of the AC conductivity of a metal is given in Ashcroft and Mermin [43]. First, the applied electric field is written in phasor form as

\[ \vec{E}(t) = \text{Re}\left\{\vec{E}(\omega)e^{-i\omega t}\right\} \]  

(4.3)

where the physics sign convention \(\exp(-i\omega t)\) is used in this derivation. HFSS uses the electrical engineering sign convention \(\exp(i\omega t)\). Use of the electrical engineering sign convention would change the signs of the imaginary parts in the results that follow. The equation of motion for a free electron in a metal driven by an applied electric field and written in terms of its momentum is

\[ \frac{d\vec{p}}{dt} = -\frac{\vec{p}}{\tau} - e\vec{E} \]  

(4.4)

The steady state solution to (4.4) is of the form

\[ \vec{p}(t) = \text{Re}\left\{\vec{p}(\omega)e^{-i\omega t}\right\} \]  

(4.5)

Substitution of (4.3) and (4.5) into (4.4) gives

\[ -i\omega \vec{p}(\omega) = -\frac{\vec{p}(\omega)}{\tau} - e\vec{E}(\omega) \]  

(4.6)

The current density is

\[ \vec{J} = -ne\vec{v} = -\frac{ne\vec{p}}{m} \]  

(4.7)

and may also be written as

\[ \vec{J}(t) = \text{Re}\left\{\vec{J}(\omega)e^{-i\omega t}\right\} \]  

(4.8)
Solving (4.6) for $p(\omega)$ and substituting this into (4.7) and then writing the current density as in (4.8) we finally get

\begin{equation}
\overline{J}(\omega) = -\frac{ne\overline{p}(\omega)}{m} = \frac{\left(ne^2/m\right)\overline{E}}{(1/\tau) - i\omega}
\end{equation}

(4.9) is usually written

\begin{equation}
\overline{J}(\omega) = \sigma(\omega)\overline{E}(\omega)
\end{equation}

where $\sigma(\omega)$ is known as the frequency dependent AC conductivity of the metal and is given by

\begin{equation}
\sigma(\omega) = \frac{\sigma_0}{1 - i\omega\tau}
\end{equation}

This is the Drude result for AC conductivity in a metal. This result can be decomposed into

\begin{equation}
\sigma(\omega) = \sigma_1(\omega) + i\sigma_2(\omega)
\end{equation}

There is an important implicit assumption underlying this derivation. That assumption is that the force on each electron due to the applied electric field is the same. In other words, the electric field is uniform. This assumption will be true only if the wavelength of the radiation is much larger than the mean free path of the electrons ($\lambda \gg l$). This requirement is normally satisfied in metals by radiation at visible wavelengths and by all radiation of longer wavelengths.

We also need the dielectric function. We start with the following four equations which represent the relationships between the electrical polarization and the electric field (4.13), internal charge and internal charge density (4.14), and the constitutive relations in the frequency domain (4.15) and (4.16), all as given in Maier [42].
\[ D = \varepsilon_0 E + \bar{P} \] (4.13)

\[ \bar{J}_{\text{int}} = \frac{\partial \bar{P}}{\partial t} \] (4.14)

\[ \bar{D}(k, \omega) = \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon \bar{k}(k, \omega) \bar{E}(k, \omega) \] (4.15)

\[ \bar{J}_{\text{int}}(k, \omega) = \sigma(k, \omega) \bar{E}(k, \omega) \] (4.16)

By substituting (4.13) into (4.15) we get

\[ \varepsilon_0 \bar{E}(\bar{k}, \omega) + \bar{P}(\bar{k}, \omega) = \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon \bar{k}(\bar{k}, \omega) \bar{E}(\bar{k}, \omega) \] (4.17)

We can rewrite (4.14) as

\[ \bar{J}_{\text{int}}(k, \omega) = \frac{\partial \bar{P}(k, \omega)}{\partial t} = -i \omega \bar{P}(\bar{k}, \omega) \] (4.18)

Then, substituting (4.18) and (4.17) into (4.16) we have

\[ -i \omega \bar{P}(\bar{k}, \omega) = \sigma(\bar{k}, \omega) \bar{E}(\bar{k}, \omega) \] (4.19)

\[ -i \omega \left[ \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon \bar{k}(\bar{k}, \omega) \bar{E}(\bar{k}, \omega) - \varepsilon_0 \bar{E}(\bar{k}, \omega) \right] = \sigma(\bar{k}, \omega) \bar{E}(\bar{k}, \omega) \] (4.20)

\[ -i \omega \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon \bar{k} + i \omega \varepsilon_0 = \sigma(\bar{k}, \omega) \] (4.21)

\[ -i \varepsilon(\bar{k}, \omega) = -i + \frac{\sigma(\bar{k}, \omega)}{\varepsilon_0 \omega} \] (4.22)

\[ \varepsilon(\bar{k}, \omega) = 1 + i \frac{\sigma(\bar{k}, \omega)}{\varepsilon_0 \omega} \] (4.23)

For \( \lambda \gg l \) a homogeneous spatially local response can be assumed, \( \varepsilon(\bar{k}, \omega) \rightarrow \varepsilon(\omega) \), and we get our final result
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\[ \varepsilon(\omega) = 1 + i \frac{\sigma(\omega)}{\varepsilon_0 \omega} \]  

(4.24) is known as the dielectric function [42] which can be decomposed into real and imaginary parts

\[ \varepsilon(\omega) = \varepsilon_1(\omega) + i \varepsilon_2(\omega) \]  

(4.25)

Since the refractive index of a material is given by \( \tilde{n}(\omega) = \sqrt{\varepsilon(\omega)} \), the refractive index will also be complex and frequency dependent

\[ \tilde{n}(\omega) = n(\omega) + i\kappa(\omega) \]  

(4.26)

with

\[ \varepsilon_1 = n^2 - \kappa^2 \]  

(4.27)

\[ \varepsilon_2 = 2n\kappa \]  

(4.28)

and

\[ n^2 = \frac{\varepsilon_1}{2} + \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{\varepsilon_1^2 + \varepsilon_2^2} \]  

(4.29)

\[ \kappa = \frac{\varepsilon_2}{2n} \]  

(4.30)

In (4.27), (4.28), and (4.30) \( \kappa \) is the extinction coefficient. The extinction coefficient characterizes the decay of the electric field propagating through an attenuating medium. It can be linked to the absorption coefficient in Beer’s law by

\[ \alpha(\omega) = \frac{2\kappa(\omega)\omega}{c} \]  

(4.31)
where c is the speed of light in vacuum and Beer’s law describes the decay of the electromagnetic intensity as

\[ I(x) = I_0 e^{-\alpha(x)x} \]  

(4.32)

Consequently, the imaginary part of the dielectric function, \( \varepsilon_2 \), determines the loss in a material from absorption through \( \kappa \). For \( |\varepsilon_1| \gg |\varepsilon_2| \), the real part of \( \bar{n} \), which determines the phase velocity of light propagating through a medium as affected by internal electric polarization (the creation of electric dipoles), is predominantly determined by \( \varepsilon_1 \). In looking at (4.24) we see that there is a linkage between conductivity, as given by the Drude model, and the dielectric function. Using (4.11) and (4.12) we can develop the following relationships for the real and imaginary parts of the conductivity as functions of the DC conductivity, the frequency, and the relaxation time

\[ \sigma_1(\omega) = \frac{\sigma_0}{1 + \omega^2 \tau^2} \]  

(4.33)

\[ \sigma_2(\omega) = \frac{\sigma_0 \omega \tau}{1 + \omega^2 \tau^2} \]  

(4.34)

The real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function can be written in terms of the real and imaginary parts of the conductivity

\[ \varepsilon_1(\omega) = 1 - \frac{\sigma_2}{\varepsilon_0 \omega} \]  

(4.35)

\[ \varepsilon_2(\omega) = \frac{\sigma_1}{\varepsilon_0 \omega} \]  

(4.36)

Thus, the imaginary part of the complex conductivity contributes to the real part of the complex relative permittivity. Therefore, \( \sigma_2 \) determines the amount of polarization in a
material and hence the phase velocity of light passing through that material. The real part of the complex conductivity contributes to the imaginary part of the complex relative permittivity. Thus, $\sigma_1$ determines the amount of loss due to absorption. At low frequencies, we usually associate $\varepsilon$ with the response of bound electrons to an applied electric field. This leads to the phenomenon of electric polarization. We associate $\sigma$ with the response of free electrons to an applied electric field leading to electric current. Both of these phenomena result in the loss of electrical energy. This derivation shows that, at higher frequencies, the distinction between losses due to permittivity and conductivity and therefore between bound and free electrons is less clear (this justifies treating a metal as a highly polarizable dielectric in Section 2.2).

Dielectric loss in a material may be quantified by either the loss angle or the corresponding loss tangent. A dielectric can be represented as a lumped circuit model in the form of a capacitor whose impedance can be plotted as a phasor on the complex impedance plane. A diagram is shown in Fig 4-1. If the dielectric is lossless, the capacitor representing it will only have a reactive component and thus its impedance phasor will be collinear with the negative imaginary axis. If the dielectric has loss, the lumped circuit model will be an ideal capacitor in series with an Equivalent Series Resistor (ESR). The impedance phasor for the ESR will be collinear with the positive real axis. The impedance phasor of the lossy dielectric will be the vector sum of the reactive component and the ESR component. Thus, it will no longer be collinear with the negative imaginary axis. The angular difference between the negative imaginary axis and the impedance phasor is known as the loss angle of the dielectric ($\delta$). The loss tangent is the tangent of the loss angle.
Fig 4-1: A real dielectric can be thought of as a real capacitor which is represented by a lumped circuit consisting of an ideal lossless capacitor and an Equivalent Series Resistance (ESR). The loss angle is the angle between the impedance phasor of the real capacitor and the negative imaginary axis. From [63].

In practical terms, the loss tangent is a ratio of the lossy reaction of the material to an applied electric field to the lossless reaction of the material to the applied electric field. The loss tangent can be mathematically defined as

$$\tan(\delta) = \frac{\varepsilon_2(\omega)}{\varepsilon_1(\omega)}$$

(4.37)

The Drude model and the dielectric function are accurate at predicting the optical response in metals for frequencies whose corresponding energies are below the threshold for transitions between electronic bands, i.e., “interband” transitions [42]. For alkali metals these transitions are in the ultraviolet region of the electromagnetic spectrum. However, for the noble metals (gold, silver, and copper), interband transitions start to occur for energies of approximately 1 eV ($\lambda \approx 1.24 \mu m$). Electronic interband transitions are quantum effects and are not taken into account in a free electron model. Therefore, the optical responses of real metals deviate from what the Drude model predicts in these regions. Plots of these deviations are shown below in Fig 4-2 for silver. Nonetheless, the region of interband transitions is far
above the THz and LWIR regions. Lucyszyn has established that the Drude model is valid for frequencies ranging from 30 GHz to 12 THz ($\lambda = 25 \, \mu m$) [64]. Therefore, it is quite appropriate to use the Drude model in the THz region of the electromagnetic spectrum. Study of Fig 4-2 leads to the conclusion that this should be true for LWIR as well.

Fig 4-2: The real and imaginary part of $\varepsilon(\omega)$ for silver as measured by Johnson and Christy (dots) [65] and the smooth Drude model curve over the same region.

As shown above, the dielectric function of a metal can be calculated using the Drude model starting from nothing more than the DC conductivity (or resistivity $\rho$) and the relaxation time. Using $\rho = 28.3 \, n\Omega\cdot m$ ($\sigma = 1/\rho$) and $\tau = 8.0$ ps for aluminum (Al) [43] and $\rho = 22.14 \, n\Omega\cdot m$ and $\tau = 30$ ps for gold (Au) [43], Eqs. (4.33) - (4.36) were used to build custom HFSS material models for metals in the THz region. A MATLAB program was developed to calculate the real and imaginary parts of the relative permittivities and the conductivities, as well as the loss tangents for Al and Au for frequencies from 100 GHz to 4000 GHz (4 THz). The output of these programs was a set of .tab files in which the frequencies and the calculated electrical parameters were stored. The data values in these files were then loaded into HFSS.
as lookup tables. Thus, custom materials were created for use in HFSS that exhibited both loss and dispersion. The name of the MATLAB program files are drude_al.m and drude_au.m. Printouts of both are shown in the Appendix. Plots of the outputs of drude_al.m are shown in Fig 4-3 through Fig 4-7. From these figures we see that the real part of the conductivity and the imaginary part of the relative permittivity for Al both decrease with increasing frequency. Al becomes a poorer conductor as frequency increases. The imaginary part of the conductivity and the real part of the relative permittivity both increase with increasing frequency. The real part of the relative permittivity is large and negative from 100 GHz to 4 THz. All of the other relative permittivity and conductivity values are large and positive over this frequency range. The loss tangent for Al decreases with increasing frequency from a value of approximately 200 at 100 GHz to a value of approximately 5 at 4 THz. This program was later modified to calculate the same electrical parameters for Au. The only change that was made to the program was to modify the DC conductivity and the electronic relaxation time from those used for Al to those used for Au and given in the text above.

Fig 4-3: Real part of the complex conductivity of Al as calculated from the Drude model.
Fig 4-4: Imaginary part of the complex conductivity of Al as calculated from the Drude model.

Fig 4-5: Real part of the complex relative permittivity of Al as calculated from the Drude model.
Fig 4-6: Imaginary part of the complex relative permittivity of Al as calculated from the Drude model.

Fig 4-7: Loss tangent for Al as calculated from the Drude model.

When creating a custom material, HFSS requires the entry of the real part of the relative permittivity and either the real part of the conductivity or the loss tangent. One of these latter two parameters is entered at the exclusion of the other. The unselected parameter is then entered as zero because the HFSS software uses the two entered parameters to calculate the third. Entry of the conductivity automatically enables the HFSS solve inside feature in the mesh engine. This will result in HFSS meshing the inside of a metal domain to a very high
degree of resolution. Because of the skin effect, high resolution meshing is unnecessary and undesirable. Therefore, the loss tangent is always entered instead of the conductivity. In this study, the real part of the relative permittivity and the loss tangent are the two parameters used to create custom models for Al and Au in HFSS.

4.2. A THz Wire-Grid Polarizer with EOT

Wire-grid polarizers have been important passive optical devices for over one hundred years. They were initially used in 1888 by Heinrich Hertz to investigate the properties of radio waves [66]. Wire-grid polarizers have been demonstrated throughout a large portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, from radio frequencies through ultraviolet [67], [68], [69], [68], [70], [71], [72], [73], [74]. Wire-grid polarizers typically consist of a regular periodic array of fine parallel metallic wires in free space or mounted on a low loss dielectric substrate. The wire array is oriented in a plane that is perpendicular to the incident radiation. The wire-grid polarizer transmits light with perpendicular (S) polarization and blocks light with parallel (P) polarization. Fig 4-8 shows a schematic of a wire-grid polarizer and its function. A THz wire-grid polarizer was the first THz component to be studied in detail for this dissertation. This component was simulated, optimized, fabricated and then characterized.

As already discussed, SPP-like behavior that generates EOT can be observed at THz and lower frequencies. The behavior can be explained using the SSP picture [53]; the mechanism is also known as a “spoof plasmon” [59]. A grid of periodically spaced apertures in a metal film can support spoof plasmons when \( d < a << \lambda \) (\( d \) = aperture diameter, \( a \) = grid period, and \( \lambda \) = radiation wavelength). This is basically the same mechanism that produces the
effects seen in metamaterials, and has been described using periodic arrays of circular-holes by Pendry [59]. In this section, the EOT effect is demonstrated in a THz wire-grid polarizer 0by numerical simulation and experiment.

The THz wire-grid polarizer consists of an array of aluminum strips of width w and separations (gaps) d patterned on an insulating substrate of polycarbonate - a plastic with high RF transparency which can be made flat and smooth enough for micron-scale lithographic fabrication. The objective was to study this basic design to large values of fill factor, FF = w/(w+d) > 90%. The device’s period (w+d) was held constant at 40 μm, and its thickness at 0.2 μm to match the experimental value determined by evaporation. Single layer millimeter-wave and THz strip-on-substrate polarizers have been studied previously [76], [77], [78], [79] but not at the large fill factors (FF ≥ 90%) investigated here.
The numerical simulations were carried out using HFSS. The power transmissivity (T) and phase angle were calculated for incident radiation polarized perpendicular (S) and parallel (P) to the strip axis at frequencies from 100 GHz to 1000 GHz in steps of 1 GHz. The fill factor was varied by changing the strip width from 0 to 39.9 μm. All geometries were sub-wavelength relative to the range of simulated frequencies. The geometry was simulated at the unit cell level, shown in Fig 4-9. Periodic boundary conditions, known as Master/Slave conditions in HFSS, were applied. Floquet ports were used to excite the unit cell with electromagnetic radiation. For all simulations the incoming radiation was at normal incidence. In addition, the electric and magnetic fields were calculated throughout the simulation domain. This allowed for the viewing and analysis of field strengths and directions at critical locations in the simulation domain, especially in the air gaps between the wires. To enhance the accuracy, losses in the aluminum were incorporated using a look-up table for the metal dielectric function based on the Drude model for AC conductivity. Absorptive losses in the polycarbonate were also simulated using a separate look-up table containing the frequency-dependent dielectric function derived from broadband transmission data taken with a THz photomixing spectrometer.

The transmissivity values for fill factors ranging from 0 to 99.75 % were calculated from 100 GHz to 1000 GHz. Spot frequencies of 100, 275, 530, and 1000 GHz are plotted on a linear and log scale in Fig 4-10(a) and Fig 4-10(b), respectively. As can be seen, the S-polarized transmissivity at each frequency is relatively flat for fill factors up to approximately 98% and then drops precipitously. In contrast, the P-polarized transmissivity drops steadily with FF. For wire grid polarizers the insertion loss \( IL = 10 \cdot \log_{10} T \) and the extinction ratio (ER) are the two most important figures-of-merit. ER is the ratio of the S-polarized
transmissivity to the P-polarized transmissivity, and is plotted vs. fill factor in Fig 4-11(a). As can be seen in Fig 4-11(a), the ER increases with increasing fill factor up to peaks of about 60 dB at fill factors between 90 and 100%. The exploded view in Fig 4-11(b) shows that the peak ER fill factor decreases with increasing frequency. Beyond each respective peak both the S-polarized transmissivity and the ER drop precipitously, indicative of a critical effect. This makes sense physically because the S-polarized radiation is expected to display the strongest concentration effect by driving the SCDWs into the gap (not parallel to the gap) thereby creating electric dipoles across the gaps. It is also consistent with the great enhancement of the S-polarized transmissivity above the prediction of geometric optics [dashed line in Fig 4-10(a)], which justifies the label “EOT” for all spot frequencies except 1000 GHz. However, note that EOT only occurs beyond a threshold fill factor value that rises with increasing frequency: FF = 25% for 104 GHz, 45% for 275 GHz, and 75% for 530 GHz. This is caused
by the continuous drop in transmissivity with frequency, independent of fill factor, associated with absorptive loss in the polycarbonate substrate – see Fig 4-10(a).

Fig 4-10: (a) Calculated transmittance versus fill factor for 104 GHz, 275 GHz, 530 GHz, and 1000 GHz. The dashed line is the prediction from geometric optics. (b) Expanded view of (a) plotted in dB units on vertical axis to see the large difference between S- and P-polarizations.
Fig 4-11: (a) Calculated extinction ratio (dB) versus fill factor for 104 GHz, 275 GHz, 530 GHz, and 1000 GHz. (b) Exploded view of (a) in the region of the extinction-ratio peak.

The phase angles were also calculated and the phase angle differences plotted. Phase angle difference is the phase difference between the two waveports with the wire grids and substrate in place minus the phase difference between the two waveports with only the substrate in place (i.e. FF = 0%). Essentially, this means that the plots have been normalized to the 0% fill factor phase difference.
The phase angle difference was observed to decrease with frequency for all fill factors. Fig 4-12 and Fig 4-13 show this behavior for S- and P-polarization respectively. For S-polarization, the phase angle differences are all negative and decreases linearly for low fill factors. At higher fill factors, higher order terms become noticeable. This may be interpreted as the phases of the currents generated on the wire surfaces leading the phases of the voltages generated across the gaps. The currents lead the voltages and hence also lead the electric fields, thus the presence of the wire grid is generating a negative phase difference similar to that seen in a capacitor. This makes sense physically for S-polarization as the surface currents flow across the wires and along the gap walls. For P-polarization, the phase differences are positive for fill factors of 90% or less. The positive phase difference indicates the surface currents generated on the wires lag the gap voltage and hence also the electric fields. This is indicative of an inductive effect. At very high fill factors a phase shift occurs and the phase differences become negative (capacitive). This is the behavior seen in LC tank circuits.

![S-Polarization Phase Angle Differences](image)

**Fig 4-12:** Phase angle differences for various fill factors versus frequency, S-polarization
The behavior of the phase angle with changing fill factors was also calculated and plotted. Fig 4-14 shows the phase angle difference versus fill factor. Fig 4-15 and Fig 4-16 show the phase difference versus fill factor for the S- and P-polarizations separately. For S-polarization, the phase difference increases monotonically in the negative sense with increasing fill factor. Again this is the capacitive effect noted earlier for S-polarization. The effect increases with increasing fill factor since the capacitance across the gaps increases as the gaps get smaller. Phase difference also increase in the negative sense with increasing frequency in agreement with Fig 4-12. For P-polarization, the phase difference initially increases with increasing fill factor. Then, between 90 and 95% fill factor, a large negative phase shift occurs. This is in agreement with Fig 4-13. Evidently, at somewhere between 90 and 95% fill factor, a resonance point is reached where the impedance effect switches from inductive to capacitive and the currents no longer lag but lead the voltages and electric fields. Again, this is the behavior seen LC tank circuits.
Fig 4-14: Calculated phase angle difference versus fill factor for 104 GHz, 275 GHz, 530 GHz, and 1000 GHz S- and P-polarizations.

Fig 4-15: Calculated phase angle difference versus fill factor for 104 GHz, 275 GHz, 530 GHz, and 1000 GHz S-polarization.
Fig 4-16: Calculated phase angle difference versus fill factor for 104 GHz, 275 GHz, 530 GHz, and 1000 GHz P-polarization.

The resonant behavior of the phase for P-polarization, as seen in Fig 4-16, motivated some further investigation. The wire grid self-resonant frequency was calculated for various fill factors. Self-resonance was modelled using the lumped circuit parameters of specific sheet inductance and specific gap capacitance as given by

\[
f_0 = \frac{1}{2\pi \sqrt{L_s C_g}}
\]

where \(L_s\) and \(C_g\) are the specific sheet inductance and the specific gap capacitance respectively.

The specific sheet inductance was modelled by adapting the formula given by Ulaby [80] for a solid transmission line conductor. The formula was normalized to H/m² units to give the specific sheet inductance and was made proportional to the fill factor since the wire grid as a whole is not a solid conductor. The end result was

\[
L_s = \frac{f f}{21^2} \sqrt{\frac{\mu_0}{\pi \sigma f}}
\]
where ff is the fill factor, l is the wire grid period, \( \mu_0 \) is the permittivity of free space, \( \sigma \) is the conductivity of the metal, and \( f \) is the frequency. The units are H/m\(^2\). The use of a constant conductivity is justified because the change in \( \sigma \) is negligible over the frequencies of interest (see Fig 4-3). The specific sheet inductance was calculated and plotted versus fill factors from 0 to 99.75\% for four spot frequencies: 104 GHz, 275 GHz, 530 GHz, and 1000 GHz. The results are shown in Fig 4-17. As is expected, the relationship between the specific sheet inductance and the fill factor is linear and increases with increasing fill factor. This makes sense physically since increasing the fill factor means increasing the metal content thus increasing inductance. In the limit of FF = 100\%, the wire grid would no longer be a grid but a solid plate and (4.39) would correspond to Ulaby’s formula normalized to specific sheet inductance.

![Image](image.png)

**Fig 4-17:** Specific sheet inductance versus fill factor for spot frequencies of 104 GHz, 275 GHz, 530 GHz, and 1000 GHz.

The specific gap capacitance was derived as follows. From transmission line theory, the resonant frequency of a transmission line is given by [80]
\[
\omega = \frac{1}{\sqrt{L'C'}} \tag{4.40}
\]

where \(L'\) and \(C'\) are the transmission line inductance parameter (in H/m) and capacitance parameter (in F/m). In addition, the characteristic impedance of a transmission line can be written as

\[
Z_0 = \sqrt{\frac{L'}{C'}} \tag{4.41}
\]

Further, the velocity of propagation is given by [80]

\[
v = \frac{1}{\sqrt{L'C'}} = c \frac{\lambda'}{\lambda_0} = \frac{c}{\sqrt{\varepsilon_e}} \tag{4.42}
\]

where \(\lambda_0\) is the free space wavelength, \(\lambda'\) is the transmission line wavelength, \(c\) is the vacuum speed of light, and \(\varepsilon_e\) is the effective dielectric constant. From (4.41) and (4.42), \(L'\) can be eliminated allowing us to solve for \(C'\)

\[
(C')^2 = \frac{1}{Z_0^2v^2} \tag{4.43}
\]

Further combination with (4.42) yields

\[
C' = \frac{\sqrt{\varepsilon_e}}{Z_0c} \tag{4.44}
\]

Dividing by the wire grid period transforms (4.44) into the specific gap capacitance

\[
C_g = \frac{\sqrt{\varepsilon_e}}{Z_0cl} \tag{4.45}
\]

with units of F/m².
To determine the effective dielectric constant, $\varepsilon_e$, the wires in the wire grid polarizer were treated like microstrip transmission lines. From microstrip line theory [81], the effective dielectric constant can be interpreted as the dielectric constant of a homogeneous medium that would equivalently replace the air and substrate around a microstrip line. At high frequencies, such as dealt with here, the effective dielectric constant is frequency dependent. An approximation formula, developed from numerical computing, is given in Pozar [81]

$$\varepsilon_e(f) = \varepsilon_r - \frac{\varepsilon_r - \varepsilon_e(0)}{1 + G(f)}$$

(4.46)

where $\varepsilon_e(f)$ is the frequency dependent effective dielectric constant, $\varepsilon_r$ is the relative permittivity of the substrate ($\varepsilon_r = 2.75$ for polycarbonate), and $\varepsilon_e(0)$ is the effective dielectric constant at DC, also given by Pozar as

$$\varepsilon_e(0) = \frac{\varepsilon_r + 1}{2} + \frac{\varepsilon_r - 1}{2} \frac{1}{\sqrt{12d/W}}$$

(4.47)

where $d$ is the thickness of the substrate (0.15 cm in this case) and $W$ is the gap-width which varies with fill factor. In (4.46) the function $G(f)$ is a curve fitted function given by

$$G(f) = g \left( \frac{f}{f_p} \right)^2$$

(4.48)

with

$$g = 0.6 + 0.009Z_0$$

(4.49)

and

$$f_p = \frac{Z_0}{8\pi d}$$

(4.50)
where $Z_0$ is the characteristic impedance and $d$ is again the substrate thickness. For $W/d > 1$, which is true in all cases for this analysis, Pozar gives the follow empirical expression for the characteristic impedance

$$Z_0 = \frac{60}{\sqrt{\varepsilon_r(0)}} \ln \left( \frac{8d}{W} + \frac{W}{4d} \right)$$  (4.51)

$Z_0$ is in ohms and in all cases $d$ and $W$ are in cm to be entered in cm. Based upon these approximations, (4.46) – (4.51), the specific gap capacitance (4.45) was calculated and plotted versus fill factors from 2.5 to 99.75% for four spot frequencies: 104 GHz, 275 GHz, 530 GHz, and 1000 GHz. Fig 4-18 shows the results.

Fig 4-18: Specific gap capacitance versus fill factor for spot frequencies of 104 GHz, 275 GHz, 530 GHz, and 1000 GHz.

The specific gap capacitance increases monotonically with fill factor and increases with frequency. This makes sense physically as increasing the fill factor decreases the gap and thus increases the gap capacitance in manner similar to a parallel plate capacitance.
The combination of the calculated specific sheet inductance and the calculated specific sheet capacitance were then used to calculate the self-resonance of the structure via (4.38). Since \( L_s \) and \( C_g \) were themselves frequency dependent, the expression for \( f_0 \) was implicit. The Goal Seek function in Microsoft Excel was used to solve for \( f_0 \) at fill factors ranging from 2.5 to 99.75 \%. The results are shown below in Fig 4-19. Fig 4-19 shows that the self-resonant frequency of the wire grid polarizer decreases monotonically with fill factor. This again makes sense physically because as fill factor increase, both the specific sheet inductance and the specific gap capacitance increase. Self-resonant frequencies at low fill factors are fairly high, reaching over 2000 GHz for FF = 2.5\%. At first, the self-resonant frequency drops sharply for low but increasing fill factors. As fill factors become larger, the self-resonant frequency changes less and less with increasing fill factor and seems to approach a constant of approximately 125 GHz at very high fill factors.

Fig 4-19: Wire grid self-resonance frequency versus fill factor calculated using the specific sheet inductance and the specific gap capacitance.
The magnitudes of the fields across the gap were also computed. An example of the calculated field magnitude for a 90% fill factor at 530 GHz is displayed in Fig 4-20. Note the increased field strength in and around the gap particularly near the gap inner walls.

![Electric field magnitude across the gap at 530 GHz, FF = 90% (4 um gap).](image)

**Fig 4-20:** Electric field magnitude across the gap at 530 GHz, FF = 90% (4 um gap).

In addition, the enhancement of the Poynting vector magnitude, electric field magnitude, and the wave impedance at the center of the gap (x = 0, y = 20 μm center of the gap, and z = 100 nm - see Fig 4-9), was calculated for 530 GHz. The FFs ranged from 0% to 99.9%. A plot of these enhancements is shown in Fig 4-21. Note the high enhancements at high FFs. This is due to the very high energy densities confined to the gap at high FFs. The electric field energy enhancement factor reaches a maximum of more than 160, the electric field magnitude enhancement factor more than 24, and the wave impedance enhancement factor more than 13 compared to the incident free-space field.
Fig 4-21: Calculated enhancement factors versus fill factor at 530 GHz for fill factors from (a) 0 to 1.0 and (b) from 0.90 to 1.0.

In addition, the fields were calculated across the gap. Fig 4-22 shows the profile of the electric field across the gap for 90% fill factor (4 um gap). The profiles for the Poynting vector magnitude and the wave impedance have a similar shape, peaking at the edges (near the metal) and having a minimum in the center of the gap. This implies that the largest field enhancements actually occur near the metal surface, at the conductor-dielectric interface, not at the center of the gap. This corresponds to the ideas presented in the SSP picture of EOT.
(Section 2.5). Oscillating SCDWs on the two slit walls create the high fields in the gaps and are the main driving mechanism behind EOT in the THz region.

![E-Field Magnitude vs. y at FF = 90%](image)

Fig 4-22: Profile of the electric field magnitude across the gap at 530 GHz, FF = 90% (4 um gap). Asymmetry of the peaks is due to asymmetric meshing in the FEM algorithm.

To investigate the predicted behavior experimentally, two wire-grid polarizers were fabricated on polycarbonate substrates with aluminum strips and fill factors of 80 and 95%. The fabrication was done by John Mittendorf using an evaporation and etch-back process [82]. A schematic showing the steps in the process is given in Fig 4-23. The fabrication is done using a Denton DV-502B high-vacuum evaporator at a pressure of approximately $5 \times 10^{-6}$ Torr. The substrate is mounted at the top of the chamber. The Al is mounted at the bottom in a tungsten filament. Therefore, the substrate and the Al are in a face-to-face orientation. The initial step is to heat the Al to a temperature of approximately 1100 K, thus evaporating the Al. The gaseous Al drifts upward contacting and sticking to the substrate. The thickness (evaporation rate) is controlled by a calibrated piezoelectric sensor. A photoresistive layer is then spun on to the sample. Next, a photo-mask is used to pattern the photoresist. The
Micrographs of the two fill factors are shown in Fig 4-24 and Fig 4-25. This multi-fill factor polarizer was mounted in an optical rotation stage as shown in Fig 4-26. Measurements of the IL and ER were carried out at spot frequencies of 104, 275, and 530 GHz using solid-state oscillators coupled to free space with linearly-polarized horn antennas, and waveguide-mounted zero-bias Schottky rectifiers also coupled by horn antennas. The experimental results for ER and IL are plotted in Fig 4-27. The experimental results are qualitatively consistent
with the calculations. The ER in Fig 4-27 increases with fill factor at each of the three frequencies, and also increases with frequency at a given fill factor.

Fig 4-24: 80% fill factor. Wire-grid period is 40 μm. Strip width is 32 μm. Acknowledgement to John R. Middendorf for fabrication.

Fig 4-25: 95% fill factor. Wire-grid period is 40 μm. Strip width is 38 μm. Acknowledgement to John R. Middendorf.
Fig 4-26: Fabricated wire grid polarizer mounted in an optical rotation stage. Acknowledgement to John R. Middendorf.

Fig 4-27: The experimental extinction ratios of two different fill factors measured at three spot frequencies.

Quantitatively the experimental ER data is lower than the simulated values by roughly 20 dB, depending on fill factor and frequency. This is most likely attributed to materials effects such as excess sheet resistance in the aluminum strips used for the present structures. Aluminum oxidizes rather quickly. The sheet resistance of the Al is increased by oxidation. It is assumed that some oxidation did occur on the present structures. Nevertheless, the
extinction ratios that we have demonstrated are, to the best of our knowledge, the highest values ever reported for a substrate-mounted polarizer in the 100-530 GHz region.

In conclusion, even in the MM-Wave and THz regions, where surface plasmons cannot be excited directly, plasmon-like surface waves (SSPs or “spoof” plasmons) are allowed by Maxwell's equations and the boundary conditions which when properly designed for, lead to huge improvement in the performance of passive components like wire-grid polarizers. The "proper design" appears to utilize a very high fill factor of metal to get high concentration of the E-fields in the dielectric gaps. This runs against conventional wisdom and perhaps intuition but is proven to be true.

4.3. The Effective Fill Factor Phenomenon

The Effective Fill Factor (EFF) concept was the product of several discussions between John Middendorf and this author. The general idea was to explore whether there was a way to reduce the fill factor but still maintain the high extinction ratios seen in wire-grid polarizers [83], [84], [85] as described in the Section 4.2.

A baseline wire-grid polarizer design was defined as a 1D structure with translational symmetry such as shown in back in Fig 4-9. The alternative approach was the effective fill factor or compound [86] design by which each metal strip comprising the baseline design is replaced with several thinner strips separated by small air gaps, such as shown in Fig 4-28.

THz wire-grid polarizer designs consisted of aluminum strips lying on single-crystal quartz which replaced the polycarbonate as the substrate material. Single-crystal quartz has a lower insertion loss than polycarbonate in the frequencies investigated. In addition, the
insertion loss in polycarbonate increases with frequency [83] while that of crystal quartz is relatively flat throughout this frequency band [82]. Thus, crystal quartz offers better performance than the polycarbonate in the frequencies of interest.

The four baseline designs and two EFF designs used a period of 100 μm. The first baseline designs used 80% (Fig 4-9) and 48% (Fig 4-29) fill factors. The EFF design used an 80% EFF, the actual FF being only 48% (Fig 4-28). The second EFF design used a 50% EFF, the actual fill factor being only 30%. Full-wave numerical simulations using HFSS were performed on these designs from 100 to 1000 GHz in steps of 5 GHz. The Drude model from Section 4.2 and the Palik data [87] (see Section 4.4 for a detailed discussion) were used in HFSS for modeling Al and single-quartz crystal respectively.

The simulation results predicted that the same physical effects (EOT, high extinction ratios, and E-field enhancements) can be realized in both the baseline and the EFF components. The EFF component’s actual fill factor is reduced to 48% (30%). Nevertheless, its extinction
ratio is very close to that seen in the 80% (50%) fill factor baseline design and exceeds that of the 48% (30%) fill factor baseline design, particularly at higher frequencies. This is shown in Fig 4-30 (Fig 4-31). This is explained with the help of Fig 4-32 through Fig 4-35.

Fig 4-29: Baseline design wire-grid polarizer unit cell, 48% fill factor.

Fig 4-30: Calculated extinction ratio for baseline (80% and 48%) and EFF designs with 80% effective fill factor, 48% actual fill factor.
Fig 4-31: Calculated extinction ratio for baseline (50% and 30%) and EFF designs with 50% effective fill factor, 30% actual fill factor.

Fig 4-32: Calculated insertion losses (S-polarization) for baseline (80% and 48%), EFF designs, and based on geometrical optics.
Fig 4-33: Calculated insertion losses (S-polarization) for baseline (50% and 30%), EFF designs, and based on geometrical optics.

Fig 4-34: Calculated insertion losses (P-polarization) for baseline (80% and 48%) and EFF designs.
Fig 4-35: Calculated insertion losses (P-polarization) for baseline (50% and 30%) and EFF designs.

Fig 4-32 (Fig 4-33) shows that for S-polarization, the EFF design exhibits lower insertion losses (higher transmission) than the 80% (50%) FF baseline design as frequency increases. Indeed, the EFF insertion losses are equal the 48% (30%) FF baseline design insertion losses and become slightly better with increasing frequency. Fig 4-34 (Fig 4-35) shows that for P-polarization, the EFF design exhibits insertion losses in between those of the 80% (50%) FF baseline design and those of the 48% (30%) FF baseline design. Finally, Fig 4-32 (Fig 4-33) shows S-polarization transmission that is greater than that predicted by geometric optics for the 80% (50%) fill factor and for the 48% (30%) fill factor designs up to 1000 GHz. The simulations predict the EFF designs will produce EOT. In fact, EOT is produced in from the 80% EFF design but not produced from the 80% fill factor baseline design.

The phase angle difference, as defined in Section 4.2, was also calculated and plotted. Fig 4-36 and Fig 4-37 show the phase angle difference between the simulation domain
waveports versus frequency for S- and P-polarization for the 80% and 48% baseline designs as well as the 80% EFF design. As can be seen in from plots, the phase angle difference
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**Fig 4-36:** S-Polarization phase angle difference versus frequency for baseline (80% and 48 %) and EFF designs.

![Graph of S21 (P-Polarization)](image2)

**Fig 4-37:** P-Polarization phase angle difference versus frequency for baseline (80% and 48 %) and EFF designs.
decreases monotonically with increasing frequency for both polarizations. The phase angle
differences for S- and P-polarization for the 50% and 30% baseline designs and the 50% EFF
design were also calculated. Plots of these phase angle differences are not shown as they are
essentially the same as Fig 4-37 and Fig 4-38.

To investigate the predicted behavior of the EFF strip-grid polarizers experimentally,
two polarizers were fabricated (John R. Mittendorf) with aluminum strips on single-crystal
quartz substrates using the evaporation and etch-back process described in Section 4.2. A
baseline design with a period of 40 μm and fill factor of 75% and an EFF design with a period
of 40 μm and fill factor of 40% (EFF = 75%) were compared. The unit cell of the baseline
design consisted of one 30 μm wide aluminum strip and an adjacent 10 μm wide gap. The unit
cell of the EFF design consisted of group of eight 2 μm wide aluminum strips spaced 2 μm
apart from each other with one 10 μm wide gap separating the group of strips from other
groups. Fig 4-38 shows the baseline and EFF polarizers. Measurements of the S-polarization
and P-polarization transmissions were carried out using a THz photomixing spectrometer.
Plots of the measured transmissions for the baseline and EFF polarizers are shown in Fig 4-39.
The extinction ratios, and S-, and P-polarization transmissions are shown in Table 4-1, Table
4-2, and Table 4-3 respectively at spot frequencies of 104, 275, 530 and 720 GHz. The
behavior predicted by the simulations is seen in the measured data to within a few dB.

The S-polarization transmission slightly decreases with frequency. The P-polarization
transmission increases with frequency. The extinction ratio decreases with frequency. In
addition, the S-polarization transmission is much higher than would be expected from
calculations using geometrical optics. EOT is seen in the experimental results. Thus, in
simulation and experiment, the behaviors of the baseline and the EFF polarizers are very
similar qualitatively and quantitatively to within a few dB. The experimental results confirm the simulation predictions.

Fig 4-38: a) Baseline and (b) EFF wire-grid polarizers fabricated using aluminum strips on a quartz substrate. Acknowledgement to John R. Middendorf for fabrication.

Fig 4-39: Measured S- and P-polarization transmission for baseline and EFF wire-grid polarizers.
Table 4-1: Measured extinction ratios for baseline and EFF designs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>f (GHz)</th>
<th>FF = 75%</th>
<th>EFF = 75%, FF = 40%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>275</td>
<td>35.7 dB</td>
<td>38.9 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>530</td>
<td>32.6 dB</td>
<td>33.7 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>720</td>
<td>28.1 dB</td>
<td>26.0 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-2: Measured S-polarization transmission for baseline and EFF designs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>f (GHz)</th>
<th>FF = 75%</th>
<th>EFF = 75%, FF = 40%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>275</td>
<td>-0.6 dB</td>
<td>-0.1 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>530</td>
<td>-0.2 dB</td>
<td>-0.1 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>720</td>
<td>-2.5 dB</td>
<td>-1.0 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-3: Measured P-polarization transmission for baseline and EFF designs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>f (GHz)</th>
<th>FF = 75%</th>
<th>EFF = 75%, FF = 40%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>275</td>
<td>-36.3 dB</td>
<td>-39.0 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>530</td>
<td>-32.8 dB</td>
<td>-33.8 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>720</td>
<td>-30.6 dB</td>
<td>-27.0 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In summary, the EFF designs use less metal that the baseline designs but have better transmission properties in S-polarization, especially as frequencies increase. Meanwhile, the P-polarization transmissions of the EFF designs are not quite as good as the higher fill factor baseline designs but still an improvement over designs of equal fill factor. Nonetheless, the EFF design’s extinction ratios are still very good and match those of the higher fill factor baseline designs (80% and 50%) as frequency increases. Thus, the EFF concept may be very
useful in future work and applications where better transmission properties are required but high extinction ratios must be maintained.

4.4. A THz Wire-Grid Polarizer with Bridges

In this section another new type of wire-grid polarizing structure is presented, a THz wide-band wire-grid polarizer with metallic bridges. This device functions as a wide-band polarizer to incident THz radiation. In addition, the metallic bridges allow the device to function as a transparent electrode when a uniform electric field creates a DC bias across it while forcing DC currents to take a circuitous “zig-zag” path across the structure due the offset in bridge positions in adjacent slots.

The THz wire-grid polarizer is a structure which consists of a thin metal strips separated by a periodic slit pattern, mounted on a dielectric substrate. An exemplary polarizer discussed in this study uses slits that are 4 micrometers (μm) wide and 12 μm apart. The thickness of the metal film is 0.5 μm. The thickness of the substrate is 500 μm. The slits are not continuous across the entire length of the structure. The continuity of the slits is periodically broken by small metal tabs (bridges) interconnecting the metal on either side of the slits. The thickness of the tabs is equal to that of the metal strips. The positions of the bridges in adjacent slits are offset by one half of the bridge period. A diagram of the unit cell for the structure is shown in Fig 4-40.

A Cartesian coordinate system is used to facilitate the description, with the origin being at the upper left-hand corner. By design, the device is periodic in both the x and the y directions. The x-period defines the positioning of the bridges and is given by x5 in Fig 4-40.
Fig 4-40: Unit cell diagram of the wire grid polarizer with bridges.

The y-period defines the spacing and location of the slots. It is given by $y_5$ in Fig 4-40. In the x direction, the distance between $x_2$ and $x_1$ determines the slit length. The bridge length is given by the distance from $x_4$ to $x_3$; for this example that dimension is 2 $\mu$m. In the y direction, the distance between $y_2$ and $y_1$, and $y_4$ and $y_3$ defines the slit and bridge widths. The distance between $y_3$ and $y_2$ determines the strip width. Note that the following relationships between these x and y locations must hold:

\[
x_5 = (x_2 - x_1) + (x_4 - x_3)
\]

\[
y_5 = 2(y_2 - y_1) + 4y_1
\]

\[
y_4 - y_3 = y_2 - y_1
\]

\[
y_1 = y_5 - y_4
\]

\[
y_3 - y_2 = 2y_1
\]

The metal used for the film is gold. Gold was selected due to its high conductivity in the THz frequency range. The substrate material is single-crystal quartz. Despite having an absorption resonance at 3.84 THz ($128 \text{ cm}^{-1}$) [88], crystal quartz has excellent transmittance in
the lower THz region. In addition, commercially available quartz crystal wafers exhibit very flat and smooth surfaces that make them well suited for the micro-fabrication and deposition techniques needed to produce this structure.

Full-wave electromagnetic simulations were performed on the structure using HFSS. HFSS was used to determine the transmittance ($|S_{21}|^2$) and reflectance ($|S_{11}|^2$) for incident radiation polarized perpendicular (S) and parallel (P) to the strip axis (x-axis). The frequency of the incident radiation was swept from 100 GHz to 4.0 THz in steps of 1 GHz. Periodic boundary conditions were applied. Floquet ports were used to excite the structure with electromagnetic radiation. The incoming radiation was at normal incidence in all simulations.

To improve accuracy, losses in the gold were accounted for by using a look-up table for the gold dielectric function generated from the Drude model. To further improve accuracy, a look-up table for the crystal-quartz was constructed for the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function as calculated from the index of refraction and extinction coefficient from Palik [87]. Palik’s data ranged in frequency from 300 GHz to 4.2 THz for n and 900 GHz to 4.2 THz for k. A single additional data point for n at 100 GHz and three additional data points for k at 100, 300, and 600 GHz were extrapolated. An examination of Palik’s crystal-quartz data shows that this is a reasonable thing to do. From Palik, neither n, the index of refraction, nor k, the extinction coefficient, changes significantly for $f \leq 1500$ GHz. Table 4-4 below is taken from [87]. This approach is accurate from a solid state physics standpoint as well whereby n and k vary negligibly with respect to frequency at a decade or more below the optical phonon resonance [39], which for crystal quartz occurs at a frequency of 3.84 THz at room temperature [88].
The device was optimized for use at 1 THz (\(\lambda = 300 \mu m\)). To avoid any significant diffraction effects at 1 THz, the initial design used a unit cell period in the x direction of 102 \(\mu m\), well below 300 \(\mu m\). After the first simulation results were analyzed, longer periods were investigated. The dimensions for the first five designs are summarized in Table 4-5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>f</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 GHz</td>
<td>2.1061*</td>
<td>7.96e-4*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 GHz</td>
<td>2.1063</td>
<td>7.96e-4*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600 GHz</td>
<td>2.1070</td>
<td>7.96e-4*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900 GHz</td>
<td>2.1081</td>
<td>7.96e-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200 GHz</td>
<td>2.1096</td>
<td>7.96e-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500 GHz</td>
<td>2.1114</td>
<td>7.96e-4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-4: Index of refraction (n) and extinction coefficient (k) versus frequency from Palik [87] or (*) extrapolated from Palik.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>x Period ((\mu m))</th>
<th>Design 1</th>
<th>Design 2</th>
<th>Design 3</th>
<th>Design 4</th>
<th>Design 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>y Period ((\mu m))</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot x dimension ((\mu m))</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot y dimension ((\mu m))</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film thickness ((\mu m))</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-5: Design geometries.

The S-polarization transmittances vs frequency for Designs 1, 2, and 3 are shown below in Fig 4-41. All vertical axes are scaled in decibels (\(S_{21}[dB] = 20*log_{10}[S_{21}]\)). The P-polarization transmittances for Designs 1, 2, and 3 are shown in Fig 4-42. There is no
significant difference between the P-polarization transmittances of the three designs. Note, the absorption resonance of bulk crystal quartz can be seen at 3.84 THz in both Fig 4-41 and Fig 4-42, as expected.

Fig 4-41: Calculated transmittance for S-polarization. THz wire-grid polarizers with bridges, Designs 1-3.

Fig 4-42: Calculated transmittance for P-polarization. THz wire-grid polarizers with bridges, Designs 1-3.
In Design 1, the transmittance response for S polarization displays a passband-like behavior having a 3 dB bandwidth of approximately 2.48 THz. In contrast, the P-polarized radiation spectrum shows no structure; transmittance increases monotonically from -60 to -30 dB over the swept frequency range. At 1 THz, the calculated extinction ratio is approximately 36.2 dB. A second feature of note in the S-polarized transmittance is the sharp resonant notch at 2.76 THz. The magnitude of the transmittance in the center of the notch is -13.7 dB. The quality (Q) factor is the ratio of the energy stored to the energy dissipated per cycle. It is given by

\[ Q = \frac{f_0}{\Delta f} \]  

(4.57)

where \( f_0 \) is the notch center frequency and \( \Delta f \) is the notch 3 dB bandwidth. In Design 1 the Q factor is 102. While the notch depth is not enough to act as a good spectral filter, it does define the upper extent of the width of the -3 dB pass band below it.

Simulation of Design 2 shows that modification of the long dimension (x-axis) period has a strong effect on the spectral location of the notch. The S-polarization 3 dB bandwidth decreases from 2.48 THz to 2.08 THz. The center frequency of the notch feature moves from 2.76 THz to 2.28 THz. The depth of the notch decreases from 13.7 dB to 6.9 dB and the quality factor from 102 to 10.2. There is no change in the P-polarized transmittance. The extinction ratio at 1 THz was 36.4 dB, slightly better than in Design 1.

In Design 3, the S-polarization 3-dB bandwidth of the structure is further reduced to 1.71 THz. In addition, the center frequency of the notch feature moves down to 1.88 THz, the depth decreases to 5.6 dB, and its quality factor drops to 6.7. Nevertheless, the extinction ratio
at 1 THz for Design 3 was 36.0 dB, still very good because there is again no change in the P-polarized transmittance.

Fig 4-43 and Fig 4-44 show the transmittance for S- and P-polarization of Design 4, where the bridges were removed. There is no change in the P-polarization response, but the S-polarization changes drastically. The resonant notch feature disappears completely and with it the passband-like behavior. What is left is a gradual roll-off of the transmittance with frequency until the absorption dip at 3.84 THz is reached. For frequencies below the absorption dip, the S-polarization transmittance is very good, comparable to the transmittance of the bridged designs in the lower passband. The extinction ratio at 1 THz is 37.8 dB, slightly better than the designs with bridges.

Fig 4-43: Calculated transmittance for s-polarization. THz wire-grid polarizer without bridges, Design 4.
Fig 4-44: Calculated transmittance for p-polarization. THz wire-grid polarizer without bridges, Design 4.

Table 4-6 summarizes the calculated transmittance results for Designs 1-4, and reveals some interesting trends. Increasing the period and slot length in the x-direction causes a decrease in the notch center frequency, the notch depth, and the 3-dB bandwidth for the lower

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transmittance</th>
<th>Design 1</th>
<th>Design 2</th>
<th>Design 3</th>
<th>Design 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 dB Bandwidth (THz)</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notch Frequency (THz)</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notch Depth (dB)</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extinction ratio at 1 THz (dB)</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>37.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notch Q Factor</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-6: Summary of calculated transmittance data for Designs 1-4.
passband. Further, the width of the notch broadens consistent with the decreasing quality factor. Yet, the extinction ratio at 1 THz changes very little with geometry.

In addition to the transmittance, the reflectance responses for these designs was also calculated. The results of these calculations for S-polarization are shown in Fig 4-45. In all three designs, there are two features that stand out. The first is a monotonic increase in reflectance with decreasing frequency below 1000 GHz. Second is a design-dependent peak. This peak decreases in magnitude and in center frequency with increasing structure period and slot length in the x-direction. Fig 4-46 shows the reflectance response when the bridges are removed from the design. Both reflectance features have disappeared, and what remains is a slight monotonic increase in reflectance with frequency.

![Fig 4-45: Calculated reflectance for s-polarization. THz wire-grid polarizers with bridges, Designs 1-3.](image)
Fig 4-46: Calculated reflectance for s-polarization. THz wire-grid polarizer without bridges, Design 4.

Referring back to Designs 1-3, the peak reflectance frequencies almost coincide with the transmittance notch frequencies seen in Table 4-6. The reflectances for P-polarization are the same for each design iteration. Each shows a reflectance of approximately -0.01 dB at 100 GHz which decreases monotonically to approximately -0.07 dB at 4 THz. Table 4-7 summarizes the S-polarization reflectance results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reflectance</th>
<th>Design 1</th>
<th>Design 2</th>
<th>Design 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peak Frequency (THz)</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>1.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Magnitude (dB)</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
<td>-2.8</td>
<td>-3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q Factor</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-7: Summary of calculated reflectance data for Designs 1-3.
Because of their dependence on the period in the x-direction and their absence in wire-grid polarizers without bridges, the notch resonances beckoned further study. To explore them further, Design 5 was created and simulated wherein the slot length and x-period were increased to 185 μm and 187 μm, respectively. This is more than twice the minimum incident wavelength (λ = 71.4 μm) of the corresponding maximum frequency in the sweep. The calculated transmittance for Design 5 is shown in Fig 4-47 which now shows two notches. In addition, the calculated reflectance response for Design 5 is shown in Fig 4-48 which shows two peaks.

![Fig 4-47: Calculated transmittance for s-polarization. THz wire-grid polarizer with bridges, Design 5.](image-url)
Fig 4-48: Calculated reflectance for s-polarization. THz wire-grid polarizer with bridges, Design 5.

Table 4-8 shows the values of the resonant wavelengths for the transmittance notches and the reflectance peaks, the grating periods for the designs in the x and y directions, and the ratios of the resonant wavelengths to the grating periods. Also listed are the ratios of the first resonant wavelengths to the second resonant wavelengths for the transmittance notches and reflectance peaks in Design 5.

As seen in the $\lambda_{\text{notch}}/a_x$ column, none of the resonant transmittance notch wavelengths equals its corresponding grating period in the x direction. Further, as seen in the $\lambda_{\text{peak}}/a_x$ column, none of the resonant reflectance peak wavelengths equals its corresponding grating period in the x direction. Although in both cases, the values are very close to being equal. For both transmittance notches and reflectance peaks, the ratios move closer to unity as the grating x-period gets larger. Fig 4-49 plots the resonant wavelength versus x direction grating period for Designs 1, 2, 3, and 5. The data points are fitted with a linear trend line approximation. The equations for the trend lines and their correlation coefficients are also given. Note that
Table 4-8: Ratios of resonant frequencies to grating periods for Designs 1, 2, 3, and 5, and order ratios for Design 5. Parameters: $a_x = \text{x direction period}$, $a_y = \text{y direction period}$, $\lambda_{\text{notch}} = \text{transmittance notch resonant wavelength}$, $\lambda_{\text{peak}} = \text{reflectance peak resonant wavelength}$, order ratio = ratio of the second resonant wavelength to the first resonant wavelength for Design 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>$a_x$ ($\mu$m)</th>
<th>$a_y$ ($\mu$m)</th>
<th>$\lambda_{\text{notch}}$ ($\mu$m)</th>
<th>$\lambda_{\text{notch}} / a_x$</th>
<th>$\lambda_{\text{peak}}$ ($\mu$m)</th>
<th>$\lambda_{\text{peak}} / a_x$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design 1</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>108.8</td>
<td>1.067</td>
<td>108.8</td>
<td>1.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 2</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>131.8</td>
<td>1.038</td>
<td>134.7</td>
<td>1.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 3</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>159.3</td>
<td>1.015</td>
<td>161.2</td>
<td>1.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 5</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>186.8</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>188.8</td>
<td>1.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>86.6</td>
<td>0.463</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>0.468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 5 order ratio:</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.157</td>
<td>2.158</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Neither trend line slope is unity but the correlation coefficients are unity. Further, the y intercept values for both trend lines are non-zero.

These somewhat anomalous results can be explained by the fact that the periodicity of this structure has two degrees of freedom (x and y). Both the x and y periods ($a_x$ and $a_y$) are components that determine the resonant frequencies. Therefore, $a_x$ alone does not determine $\lambda_{\text{notch}}$ or $\lambda_{\text{peak}}$ but the combination of $a_x$ and $a_y$. However, as the ratio of $a_x/a_y$ increases, $a_x$ starts to become the dominate factor in setting $\lambda_{\text{notch}}$ and $\lambda_{\text{peak}}$. This is why the ratios move closer to unity as the grating x-period gets larger. Further, the absence or presence of a substrate and the type of substrate material also has a strong effect on the transmission spectrum. The resonances are red-shifted when a substrate is present. Therefore, the y-intercept of the trend lines are shifted above zero. The combination of these factors results in notch and peak frequencies that do not behave exactly as they would in a simple 1D grating.
Fig 4-49: Resonant wavelengths for transmittance notches and reflectance peaks versus grating period in the x direction. Linear trend line curves have been fitted to the data. The equations for the trend lines and their correlation coefficients are given.

Next, a fill factor study was performed on this structure to investigate how the zero-order transmission response changed with changing fill factor. For this structure, changing the fill factor involves two degrees of freedom. First, the width of the slots can be increased or decreased in order to decrease or increase the fill factor. Second, the length of the bridges can be increased or decreased in order to increase or decrease the fill factor. In either case, the grating periods in the x and y direction are left constant. Design 1 was used as the baseline design for the fill factor study. Fig 4-50 shows the S-polarization transmittance through the polarizer at three different slot widths (4, 2 and 1 μm) with the bridge length fixed. As can be seen, decreasing the slot width (increasing the fill factor) increases the notch depth but at the cost of broadening the notch shape and therefore decreasing the 3dB bandwidth of the lower passband.
Fig 4-50: Fill factor study – varying slot width. Blue – slots 100 x 4 um. Orange – slots 100 x 2 um. Green – slots 100 x 1 um. Bridge length fixed at 2 um.

Fig 4-51 shows the S-polarization transmittance through the polarizer at four different bridge lengths (1, 2 5, and 20 μm) with the slot width fixed. As can be seen, increasing the bridge length (increasing the fill factor) decreases the notch depth and broadens the notch shape. In addition, there is a noticeable blue shift of the notch center frequency with increasing bridge length.

Fig 4-52 shows the P-polarization transmittance through the polarizer at same three slot widths and the same four bridge lengths. Fig 4-52 shows that the P-polarization transmittance is more effectively lowered by decreasing the slot width than by increasing the bridge length.

The extinction ratios for all of these fill factor changes. Not surprising, the most significant improvement to the extinction ratio can be achieved by decreasing the slot width. It is important to remember that decreasing the slot width also broadens the notch and therefore decreases the 3 dB bandwidth of the passband. Therefore, there is a limit to how far one can go in optimizing this parameter. For this design, Design 1, a slot width of 2 to 4 μm seems to yield a good combination of notch depth and high quality factor.

![Extinction Ratio (ER) vs. Frequency](image)


To close this section, the response of the THz wire-grid polarizer with bridges was studied while varying the offset between the positions of the bridges in adjacent slots. Referring back to Fig 4-40, the design has bridges connecting adjacent slots at positions offset from one another in the x-direction by \(a_x/2\), where \(a_x\) is the period in the x-direction. This offset is now varied from \(a_x/2\) to \(a_x/4\) and then to zero. At zero offset, the device essentially becomes an inductive mesh grid [89]. All the other dimensions were held constant so that the
original fill factor of 75% was maintained. The S-polarized transmittance is shown in Fig 4-54. As be seen, the notch frequency is red-shifted, the notch depth diminishes, and the low frequency roll-off increases as the offset decreases. When the offset goes to zero, the notch disappears, the low frequency roll-off becomes much worse, and a slight cusp appears at approximately $f = 1400$ GHz.

Fig 4-55 shows the P-polarization transmittance as the offset is varied. Here, we see that there is negligible effect due to decreasing the offset from $a_0/2$ to $a_0/4$ to zero. The response is approximately the same of all three offsets. Fig 4-56 shows the effect of varying the offset on the polarizer extinction ratio. These curves essentially mirror the behavior for S-polarized transmittance. The zero offset polarizer tends to have an extinction ratio that is greater than or equal to the other polarizers for frequencies above approximately $f = 500$ GHz.

![Graph](image)

Fig 4-54: Offset study - varying bridge offset. S-polarization transmittance for FF = 75%, red - offset = $a_0/2$, yellow – offset = $a_0/4$, blue – no offset.
Fig 4-55: Offset study - varying bridge offset. P-polarization transmittance for FF = 75%, red - offset = a/2, yellow – offset = a/4, blue – no offset.

Fig 4-56: Offset study - varying bridge offset. Extinction ratio, FF = 75%, red - offset = a/2, yellow – offset = a/4, blue – no offset.
Finally, the bridge offset variation study was recalculated for a fill factor of 91%. The higher fill factor was achieved by decreasing the slot widths from 4 μm to 1.5 μm. The responses of the 91% fill factor to the 75% fill factor are compared. The S-polarization transmittances for both fill factors while varying offsets are shown in Fig 4-57 below. For both fill factors, decreasing the offset has the same effects as before: the notch frequency is red-shifted, the notch depth diminishes, and the low frequency roll-off increases as the offset decreases. We see that there are some subtle differences due to the fill factor changes. The notch frequency blue-shifts slightly with the higher fill factor for the offsets of a₀/2 and a₀/4. This behavior was seen earlier (see Fig 4-50), and is confirmed here.

Fig 4-58 shows the P-polarization transmittances for both fill factors while varying offsets. Here, there is a striking difference between the two fill factors groups. As can be seen, the group with the higher fill factor has a much lower transmittance (higher insertion loss) for all offset values. This difference in P-polarization transmittance is responsible for the significant difference in the extinction ratios as seen in Fig 4-59. The higher fill factor group has much better extinction ratios than the lower fill factor group at all offsets. This confirms the results seen in Fig 4-53 (Section 4.4) as well as the general findings for the basic wire-grid polarizers studied in Section 4.2 and in Refs [83] and [84].

In summary, the THz wire-grid polarizer with bridges functions as a wide-band polarizer across several THz of bandwidth. An interesting notch feature is seen which gives the device a weak band-pass filter character. The notch feature is controlled by changing the slit length and period, the device fill factor, and the bridge offset. Overall the device shows excellent transmittance and extinction ratios over the range of calculated frequencies. The bridges have an important function as they allow the device to act as a transparent electrode
while forcing DC currents to take an indirect path across the structure due the offset in bridge positions in adjacent slots.

Fig 4-57: Offset study - varying bridge offset and FF. S-polarization transmittance for FF = 75%, yellow - offset = a₀/2, blue – offset = a₀/4, green – no offset. S-polarization transmittance for FF = 91%, red - offset = a₀/2, orange – offset = a₀/4, grey – no offset.

Fig 4-58: Offset study - varying bridge offset. P-polarization transmittance for FF = 75%, yellow - offset = a₀/2, blue – offset = a₀/4, green – no offset. P-polarization transmittance for FF = 91%, red - offset = a₀/2, orange – offset = a₀/4, purple – no offset.
Fig 4-59: Offset study - varying bridge offset. Extinction ratio, FF = 75%, yellow - offset = a/2, blue – offset = a/4, green – no offset. Extinction ratio, FF = 91%, red - offset = a/2, orange – offset = a/4, purple – no offset.
5. Full Wave Simulations of LWIR Plasmonic Wire Gratings

5.1. Enhancing LWIR Sensor Coupling using SPPs

The previous chapter of this dissertation described how THz radiation incident on subwavelength periodic 1D metallic wire-grid structures can produce novel and interesting electromagnetic phenomena in the zero-order transmission spectra of these structures. The electromagnetic phenomena resulted in EOT. Because of the long wavelength of the incident radiation relative to the plasma wavelength of the metals, the cause for EOT was identified as structured surface plasmons (SSPs) also known as “spoof” plasmons. In this chapter, LWIR radiation incident on Plasmonic Wire Gratings (PWGs) will be discussed. Here, the geometries of the PWGs will be approximately equal to the wavelength of the radiation. In addition, since the radiation is LWIR, the wavelengths will be much closer to the plasma wavelength of the metals. EOT will still be observed. Nevertheless, because of these two factors, the causes for EOT under these conditions will now be surface plasmons (SPPs) and waveguide modes.

Shishodia and Perera modeled PWGs mounted directly on top of the active regions of a class of mid-IR photon detectors known as Heterojunction Interfacial Workfunction Internal Photoemission (HEIWIP) photodetectors [31]. HEIWIP photodetectors operate in the mid-IR having a peak responsivity at approximately $\lambda = 10$ $\mu$m, the center of the LWIR region. Shishodia and Perera’s calculations showed that the generation of SPPs in PWGs greatly strengthen the coupling between the incident radiation and the active regions of the HEIWIP detector, thus greatly enhancing device performance. Shishodia and Perera predicted resonant
absorption peaks that span the LWIR region. They predicted a blue shift in the resonant peaks with increasing PWG thickness and a red shift with increasing PWG period. Finally, they predicted that the addition of a PWG to a HEIWIP photodetector will result in a substantial increase in the absorption of the incident radiation by the detector. SPP enhanced optical absorption is considered to be of great importance for optoelectronic devices such as photodetectors, solar cells, LEDs, and semiconductor lasers.

The initial goals of this study were to determine if EOT could be seen in FEM simulations of LWIR radiation incident on PWGs, to optimize the PWG design for maximum zero-order transmission, and to fabricate and test an optimized design prototype. Lamentably, no optimized design was found. Therefore, no prototype was fabricated. Nevertheless, a significant theoretical study using both HFSS and COMSOL FEM simulations was performed that yielded some interesting results. Those simulations and their results will be the subject of the next sections.

5.2. LWIR PWG Simulations in HFSS

The initial simulations in the LWIR PWG study used HFSS. The PWG consisted of parallel gold wires separated by air gaps with a period of \( d = 10 \, \mu \text{m} \). As a starting point, this device was modelled as a free space structure, no substrate underneath. First, the zero-order transmission of the structure was studied while varying wire thickness \( h \) from 0.1 \( \mu \text{m} \) to 2.0 \( \mu \text{m} \) with a wire width fixed at 5.0 \( \mu \text{m} \) (50% fill factor). Next, the zero-order transmission was then studied while varying wire width from \( a = 2.0 \) to 8.0 \( \mu \text{m} \) – varying fill factor from 20% to 80 %, with a wire thickness fixed at 0.2 \( \mu \text{m} \). A 3D unit cell of the LWIR PWG is shown in Fig 5-1.
Fig 5-1: LWIR PWG unit cell used in HFSS simulations. Cell dimensions are 10 x 10 x 60 μm.

Periodic boundary conditions and Floquet ports were used in the simulation. The incident radiation was normal to the plane of the structure and polarized perpendicular to the direction of the wire (TM or S-polarization). The wavelength of the incident radiation was swept over a range of 20 THz to 60 THz (λ = 15 μm to 5 μm) in steps of 500 GHz. The HFSS library gold was used to model the wire.

The transmission versus wavelength plots for various wire thicknesses is shown in Fig 5-2. There is a strong transmission peak, $T \approx 0.90$, located at $\lambda = 10 \mu$m. The peak is strongest for $h = 0.1 \mu$m and decreases in strength with increasing wire thickness.
Fig 5-2: Zero-order S-polarization transmission through a LWIR PWG from 20 THz to 60 THz (15 μm to 5 μm wavelength). Grating wire thickness is varied, h = [0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0] μm. Wire width is a = 5 μm (50% fill factor), and the period is fixed at d = 10 μm.

The transmission versus wavelength plots for various wire widths (fill factors) is shown in Fig 5-3. Here, there is a strong transmission peak at λ = 10 μm as well. The peak is strongest for a = 2.0 μm (20% fill factor) and decreases with increasing wire width (increasing fill factor).

What is most striking is that the behavior of the PWG in the LWIR region is not at all like the behavior of wire-grid polarizers in the THz region. First and foremost, the transmission peaks seen in the LWIR were not seen in the THz region for these simple 1D structures. Secondly, the transmission decreases with increasing wire width (fill factor) in the LWIR region while it remains roughly constant in the THz region (compare results in Fig 5-3 with results in Fig 4-10a).

Transmission occurs in the LWIR PWG for h < λ/2. This indicates that the mechanism for this transmission is not a TEM waveguide mode (see Table 2-1). The peaks occur at λ ≈ d
and decreases in strength for increasing wire thickness $h$. The tentative conclusion is that SPPs are causing these transmission peaks in the LWIR region as opposed to SSPs in the THz region.

![Graph showing transmission through a LWIR PWG from 20 THz to 60 THz (15 $\mu$m to 5 $\mu$m wavelength). Grating wire width is varied, $a = \{2.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 8.0\} \mu$m (20%, 40%, 50%, 60%, and 80% fill factors). The period is fixed at $d = 10$ $\mu$m, and the wire thickness is $h = 0.2$ $\mu$m.]

Nevertheless, several issues occurred during the HFSS simulations that contradict this conclusion. First, the shapes of the resonances in Fig 5-2 and Fig 5-3 are broad (low Q-factor), unlike SPP resonance shapes. Second, the LWIR PWG structures have dimensions of the same order of magnitude as the wavelengths of the incident radiation. Because of this, the number of modes that HFSS was required to calculate in each simulation to account for all EM energy rose significantly. HFSS struggled with these calculations. Attempts to incorporate substrates or to use a Drude material model for the gold exacerbated the problem. Therefore, the free space structure using the HFSS library model for the gold was the only configuration simulated. As stated earlier, HFSS material library conductors are both dispersionless, have real valued conductivities, and have real valued dielectric constants equal to unity. SPPs
require the interface of a conductor having a complex dielectric constant (negative real part and positive imaginary part) with a dielectric having a dielectric constant that is both real and positive. These conditions were not met in these HFSS simulations. The HFSS library gold acted more like a perfect electrical conductor (PEC) than a real metal. It is more likely that the mechanism responsible for the high transmission seen in the LWIR PWG is constructive and destructive interference of the secondary radiation originating from the dipoles that form at each gap, indicative of SSPs.

5.3. LWIR PWG Simulations in COMSOL

In the next phase of the study, COMSOL Multiphysics was used to provide contrast to the HFSS analysis. As part of the COMSOL model development, the zero-order transmission studies of Garcia-Vidal and Martin-Moreno (GV-MM) [40] on mid-IR PWGs were repeated. The results were compared against those of GV-MM to verify the validity of the COMSOL model and modeling process. This was done as the author was then new to COMSOL Multiphysics and therefore wanted a “sanity check” of the modeling process against a published result.

In their study, GV-MM used a Matrix Transfer Method and a quasi-analytical mode expansion method to perform their calculations. A schematic of the PWG used by GV-MM is shown in Fig 5-4 (a). The period of the structure is given by \( d = 1.75 \, \mu\text{m} \). The air gap between each wire element is given by \( a = 0.3 \, \mu\text{m} \) (a is now the gap width). The wire thickness is given by \( h \). TM polarization is used in all of these studies as this is the only polarization that will excite SPPs [40]. For their transmission studies, GV-MM assumed that the wires were PECs.
Fig 5-4: (a) Plasmonic wire grating geometry with $d = 1.75 \, \mu m$, $a = 0.3 \, \mu m$. (b) Zero-order transmission through the PWB with $h = [0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8] \, \mu m$ bottom to top. TM polarization only. From GV-MM [40].

and that the PWG was free-standing (no substrate). The zero-order transmission spectra as calculated by GV-MM is shown in Fig 5-4 (b) for wavelengths of $0.8d$ to $1.8d$ ($\lambda = 1.4 \, \mu m$ to $\lambda = 3.15 \, \mu m$) and wire thicknesses of $h = [0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8] \, \mu m$ from bottom to top. Two types of resonances are seen, SPP resonances and TEM parallel plate waveguide resonances. The SPP resonances occur at $\lambda \gg d$ and are reminiscent of Fano resonances. Fano resonances are spectral sharp (high Q), asymmetric (non-Lorentzian in shape) resonances that arise from the constructive and destructive interference of a narrow discrete resonance with a broad spectral line [90]. Note, the transmittance of these resonances is unity, indicating no losses in the metal.
An SPP resonance occurs at a thickness \( h = 0.2 \, \mu m < \lambda/2 \). As \( h \) increases, the resonant wavelength is red-shifted and its shape broadens. These changes continue until \( h = 0.8 \, \mu m \), where a second high Q-factor resonance appears again at \( \lambda \approx d \). At \( h = 0.8 \, \mu m \), there are two transmission resonances, an SPP resonance at \( \lambda \approx d \) and a waveguide resonance at \( \lambda \approx 1.3d \).

A 2-D simulation was created in COMSOL to confirm these results. The use of a 2D model is justified as there is translational invariance along the axes of the wire elements which constitute the PWG. The use of a 2D model simplifies the computations relative to a 3D model. The unit cell used in the COMSOL simulation is shown in Fig 5-5.

![COMSOL 2-D unit cell model for a PWG with geometry given by \( d = 1.75 \, \mu m \), \( a = 0.3 \, \mu m (w = 1.45 \, \mu m) \), \( h \) will vary.](image)

The model was defined with three domains. Domain 1 – substrate, the bottom domain, was defined for use as a dielectric substrate but is kept as air initially to match the GV-MM configuration. Domain 2 – air, is the top domain. The incident radiation approaches the structure from the top. Domain 3 – gold (Au) is a cross-section of a single wire element in the center of the geometry. Au was used since no method was found to incorporate a PEC into a
domain material. COMSOL only allows PECs for boundaries. Rather than use the COMSOL material library, a gold material model was created using measured optical data published by Ordal [45]. Therefore, the model was lossy and dispersive and incorporated any far-wing effects due to interband transitions (see Fig 4-2 and accompanying text in Section 4.1). The incident radiation was normal to the top of the PWG and TM polarized to match the GV-MM incident radiation. Periodic ports and boundary conditions were applied. The zero-order transmission response calculated by COMSOL is shown in Fig 5-6.

![Graph](image)

**Fig 5-6:** COMSOL calculation results for the zero-order transmission through the PWG with $h = [0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8] \mu$m. TM polarization only. Compare with Fig 5-4(b). Ordinate ranges are from 0 to 1 for each curve.

The responses calculated by COMSOL match up well to those calculated by GV-MM for all $h < 0.8 \mu$m except that the SPP resonance at $\lambda \gtrsim d$ has a much smaller magnitude in the COMSOL result. This can be explained by the fact that the metal in the COMSOL simulation had a complex permittivity which allowed it to absorb some of the EM energy from the incident radiation while GV-MM used a PEC (no absorption loss). At $h = 0.8 \mu$m, the waveguide
resonance calculated by COMSOL is the same as that calculated by GV-MM. The SPP resonance at $\lambda \geq d$ is missing in the COMSOL results. The explanation is the same as that explaining the smaller SPP resonance magnitude at $h = 0.2 \ \mu m$. The COMSOL simulation used an absorbing metal for the wire material instead of a PEC. Therefore, because of the extremely high Q-factor response of this resonance, as seen in Fig 5-4 (b), and because its energy is attenuated by the lossy Au in the COMSOL model, this resonance is simply not showing up in the COMSOL plot due to inadequate resolution. So, two further simulations were done with COMSOL to study the zero-order transmission at $h = [1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6] \ \mu m$ and $h = [2.0, 3.0] \ \mu m$. The combined COMSOL results for these thickness along with the corresponding GV-MM results are shown in Fig 5-7.

![Fig 5-7](image)

Fig 5-7: Calculated zero-order transmission, GV-MM [40] on the left and COMSOL on the right for various wire thicknesses. GV-MM thickness are (top left) $h = [1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6] \ \mu m$ and (bottom left) $h = [2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5] \ \mu m$. Ordinate ranges are from 0 to 1 for each curve.
As can be, the COMSOL simulation reproduce the GV-MM results very well. Note the very small SPP resonant response for $h = 1.0 \, \mu m$ calculated by COMSOL. This again is due to the use of the lossy Au in the COMSOL simulation.

It was stated earlier that in both the GV-MM and COMSOL, two types of resonances occur, SPP and waveguide resonances. To confirm this, the electromagnetic behavior in and around the PWGs was studied. Fig 5-8 shows GV-MM’s plot of the Poynting vector ($\vec{S} = \vec{E} \times \vec{H}$) for an SPP resonance with $d = 1.75 \, \mu m$, $a = 0.3 \, \mu m$, $h = 0.4 \, \mu m$, and $\lambda = 1.84 \, \mu m$. Note the strong modes excited at the top and bottom horizontal surfaces as well as in the air gap. This field structure is characteristic of SPPs.

Field calculations were also done in COMSOL. Fig 5-9 shows the E-field for the SPP resonance. Here $d = 1.75 \, \mu m$, $a = 0.3 \, \mu m$, $h = 2.0 \, \mu m$, and $\lambda = 1.65 \, \mu m$. Radiation is incident normally from the top. This resonance can be seen in Fig 5-7 (bottom right, blue curve). Going back to Fig 5-9, note the strong modes excited at the top and bottom horizontal surfaces as well as in the air gap. This field structure is essentially the same as that calculated by GV-MM.

Fig 5-10 shows a plot of the Poynting vector ($\vec{S} = \vec{E} \times \vec{H}$) for a waveguide resonance as calculated by GV-MM. Here we have $d = 1.75 \, \mu m$, $a = 0.3 \, \mu m$, $h = 1.2 \, \mu m$, and $\lambda = 3.0 \, \mu m$. Radiation is normally incident from the top. Note how the structure acts somewhat like funnel, collecting all the EM energy incident on the top surface and squeezing it into the air gaps.

Fig 5-11 shows the COMSOL calculated E-field for the waveguide resonance. Here we have $d = 1.75 \, \mu m$, $a = 0.3 \, \mu m$, $h = 2.0 \, \mu m$, and $\lambda = 1.65 \, \mu m$. Radiation is normally incident from the top. This resonance can be seen in Fig 5-7 (bottom right, blue curve). Going back to Fig 5-11, we see the same basic field structure as calculated by GV-MM in Fig 5-10.
Fig 5-8: Calculated Poynting vector ($\vec{S} = \vec{E} \times \vec{H}$) showing an SPP resonances. From GV-MM [40]. Here $d = 1.75$ μm, $a = 0.3$ μm, $h = 0.4$ μm, and $\lambda = 1.84$ μm. Radiation incident from the top.
Fig 5-9: Calculated E-Field vector showing SPP resonances from COMSOL. Here $d = 1.75 \, \mu\text{m}$, $a = 0.3 \, \mu\text{m}$, $h = 2.0 \, \mu\text{m}$, and $\lambda = 1.65 \, \mu\text{m}$. Radiation is incident from the top.
Fig 5-10: Calculated Poynting vector ($\vec{S} = \vec{E} \times \vec{H}$) showing cavity resonances. From GV-MM [40]. Here $d = 1.75 \, \mu m$, $a = 0.3 \, \mu m$, $h = 1.2 \, \mu m$, and $\lambda = 3.0 \, \mu m$. Radiation incident from the top.
Fig 5-11: Calculated E-Field vector showing cavity resonances from COMSOL. Here \( d = 1.75 \, \mu m \), \( a = 0.3 \, \mu m \), \( h = 2.0 \, \mu m \), and \( \lambda = 4.91 \, \mu m \). Radiation is incident from the top.

The radiation is funneled into the air gaps where the only strong mode interactions occur.

There is no strong field excitation on the top or the bottom horizontal surfaces of the wire.

Note the electric field vectors are normal to the slit walls indicated a TEM waveguide mode.

Fig 5-8, Fig 5-9, Fig 5-10, and Fig 5-11 confirm that there are indeed two mechanisms at work.
in producing the transmission resonances seen in the GV-MM study and in the COMSOL study. Note that EM field focusing and concentration occurs in both SPP resonant interactions and in waveguide resonant interactions. The focusing is primarily on the top and bottom interfaces with SPP resonances while it is primarily in the air gaps with waveguide resonances. The point of recalculating the GV-MM results was to validate the COMSOL model and modeling processes. A comparison of the COMSOL model results with the published GV-MM results shows that this objective was achieved.

COMSOL was then used to investigate the PWG that was studied in Section 5.2 using HFSS. A 2D model was created in COMSOL as opposed to the 3D model used in HFSS. The use of a 2D model is again justified due to symmetry along the axes if the wire elements. Once more, periodic ports and boundary conditions were applied. The incident radiation was TM polarized and normal to the top surface of the wire element. The frequency was swept from 20 THz to 60 THz (15 μm to 5 μm) in steps of 500 GHz. The zero-order transmission of the structure was studied while varying wire thickness from h = 0.1 μm to 2.0 μm with a wire width fixed at a = 5.0 μm (50% fill factor). The zero-order transmission was also studied while varying wire width from a = 2.0 to 8.0 μm – varying fill factor from 20% to 80 %., with a wire thickness fixed at h = 0.2 μm. The same geometrical model used in the GV-MM study was scaled to use here (see Fig 5-5) so that the grating period for this study was d = 10 μm.

For comparison to the HFSS results, no substrate was initially modeled (Domain 1 was air). Fig 5-12 shows the calculated COMSOL results for the transmittance versus wavelength with various values of the wire element thickness.
Fig 5-12: Zero-order transmission through a LWIR PWG from 20 THz to 60 THz (15 μm to 5 μm) as calculated with COMSOL. Wire element thickness is varied, \( h = [0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0] \mu m \). Wire width is \( a = 5 \mu m \) (50% fill factor). Compare with the HFSS results in Fig 5-2.

These results shows sharp asymmetric resonances for the smaller values of \( h \). The magnitude of the response increases for increasing values of \( h \). In comparing this result with the HFSS result in Fig 5-2, we see that although both COMSOL and HFSS each predict a resonance at approximately \( \lambda = 10 \mu m \), the shape of the two resonances is very different. In the HFSS simulation, the possibility that the resonance was being caused by SPPs was ruled out due to the shape and the simulation set up. In the COMSOL case, the shape and the simulation set up both support a SPP explanation.

Fig 5-13 shows the calculated COMSOL results for the transmittance versus wavelength with various values of the wire width (fill factor).

Here the highest transmittance occurs when the wire thickness is the smallest value (smallest fill factor). The transmittance then decreases with increasing wire width (fill factor). A definite resonant peak develops for wire widths from \( 4 \mu m \leq a \leq 8 \mu m \). Again, the shape of
Fig 5-13: Zero-order transmission through a LWIR PWG from 20 THz to 60 THz (15 μm to 5 μm) as calculated with COMSOL. Grating wire width is varied, a = [2.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 8.0] μm (20%, 40%, 50%, 60%, and 80% fill factors). Wire thickness is h = 0.2 μm. Compare with Fig 5-3.

these resonances and the simulation set up indicate they are caused by SPPs. This can be contrasted with the shape of the HFSS resonances and the HFSS simulation set up (see Fig 5-3).

Up to this point in the study, the objective of using SPP resonances to enhance the coupling between LWIR radiation and LWIR detectors seemed achievable. But, the previous two simulations used a COMSOL model without a substrate. In a real world system, a substrate would be required to improve the mechanical support of the PWG. In addition, a phoconductive material (a photon detector) would most likely be the substrate on which the PWG was mounted. This photon detector would likely be fabricated from a semiconductor bulk material or quantum well structure having a large value of the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function. Therefore, the next step in this investigation was to simulate the zero-order transmission through a PWG mounted on a substrate. The substrate was modeled
as a lossless homogeneous medium of refractive index $n$, where $n = 1$ to $n = 2.5$. Fig 5-14 shows the transmittance versus wavelength results of the COMSOL simulation for a PWG with $d = 10 \mu\text{m}$, $h = 0.2 \mu\text{m}$, and $a = 5 \mu\text{m}$ (50% fill factor) while varying $n$.

What is apparent immediately is how quickly the resonant SPP peak is attenuated as $n$ increases. Since the medium is lossless, the low transmittance values for $n > 1$ are all due to reflection. Real LWIR photon detectors are made from materials that typically have a refractive index values greater than 2.5, for HgCdTe $n \approx 4$. In addition, they have finite loss. This simulation result warns of a potential reflection problem when real-world devices are used as substrates unless a method to reduce reflection is employed in this type of design.

Finally, some authors have questioned the use of noble metals for conductors in SPP applications due to interband transitions [38]. A possible alternative often mentioned is a heavily doped transparent conducting oxide such as zinc oxide doped with gallium or indium.
tin oxide. Empirical optical data for Zn$_{0.974}$Ga$_{0.026}$O [91] was available to use in the building of a material model for use in COMSOL Multiphysics. Using this material model, a PWG was constructed and simulated. The geometry of the ZnO PWG was $d = 10$ μm, $h = 0.2$ μm, and $a = 5$ μm (50% fill factor). The PWG was mounted on a lossless substrate. Fig 5-15 shows the calculation results for transmittance versus wavelength from $5 \mu m \leq \lambda \leq 15 \mu m$ with the substrate refractive index varied from $n = 1$ to $n = 2.5$.

![Graph showing transmittance versus wavelength for various substrate refractive indices](image)

**Fig 5-15:** Zero-order transmission through a LWIR PWG with Zn$_{0.974}$Ga$_{0.026}$O wires from 20 THz to 60 THz (15 μm to 5 μm). Period is $d = 10$ μm. Grating wire thickness is $h = 0.2$ μm. Wire width is $a = 5$ μm (50% fill factor). Substrate refractive index is varied, $n = [1, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5]$. Ordinate ranges are from 0 to 1 for each curve.

This is essentially the same plot as that shown for an Au PWG in Fig 5-14 with the Au replaced by highly doped ZnO. It is instructive to contrast the two plots. What is seen is that overall the Au performs better than the ZnO. The peak transmittance of the Au is higher than that of the ZnO at all values of $n$. The non-resonant transmittance of the Au is also slightly better than that seen in the ZnO. This quick computation seems to indicate that in the LWIR region, highly doped ZnO would not be a good substitute for Au as a PWG material.
The study covered by this chapter addressed the use of SPPs generated by 1D PWGs as a means of increasing the coupling between incident LWIR radiation and LWIR photon detectors. Both HFSS and COMSOL Multiphysics were used to simulate the transmission responses and EM fields generated by PWGs. Overall, COMSOL was better suited for this work than HFSS. The primary reason is that these simulations could be done using 2D models in COMSOL; 2D was and is not currently supported in HFSS. In systems with geometric invariance, 2D models have some advantages over 3D models. The main advantage is that 2D models require fewer computational resources (time and memory) than 3D models do. Thus, 2D models allow for more model configurations and scenarios to be explored over a given time span.

In this study, the design idea was more fully investigated with COMSOL than with HFSS. Nevertheless, the COMSOL simulations could not produce a design with strong transmittance resonances at the desired wavelengths (8 – 12 μm) without very thick wire elements (h > 2 μm). Further, the simulations showed that adding a substrate to the design caused a significant drop in the transmittance due to the increased reflectance and that replacing the Au in the wire elements with highly doped ZnO actually lowered performance. No device configuration that generates a strong SPP resonance in the LWIR region was found.

Yet, all is not lost. The transmittance responses observed in this study are all far field phenomena. But, an enhanced far field response may not be needed. It is more likely that the strong near field effects seen in and around the bottom of the PWG structures can be exploited to enhance LWIR detector performance. If a PWG structure can designed that maximizes field penetration depth into real world substrates, for instance doped GaAs or HgCdTe, while still concentrating the fields into a small volume, an enhanced coupling between the incident LWIR
radiation and the active region of a LWIR photon detector could be achieved. Study of Fig 5-8 through Fig 5-11 indicates that strong concentrated fields do exist in these areas and could be used to excite charge carriers in the active regions of underlying devices. This could allow for the active areas of photon detectors to be decreased, thus decreasing dark currents, while maintaining strong coupling. This would improve detector performance by increasing SNR, responsivity, and specific detectivity. This is something that should be pursued in the next phase of this work.
6. Conclusions

In this study, we examined the phenomenon of extraordinary optical transmission through wire-grid polarizers in the THz region and through plasmonic wire gratings in the LWIR region. For both cases, full wave electromagnetic simulations using the finite element method were used to analyze the transmission spectra and field enhancement. In addition, THz wire-grid polarizer prototypes were fabricated and characterized which confirmed the simulation predictions to within a few dB.

Extraordinary optical transmission was seen in the simulation and experimental results for the THz wire-grid polarizers. Extraordinary optical transmission was seen in the simulation results for the LWIR plasmonic wire gratings. Nevertheless, the physical mechanisms behind the extraordinary optical transmission observed in these structures in these two regions of the electromagnetic spectrum were not the same.

In the THz region, the mechanism was structured surface plasmons. Structured surface plasmons, also called spoof surface plasmons [59], are not real surface plasmons strictly speaking. In the THz region there are three reasons for this. First, the frequencies of THz radiation are too far from the plasma frequencies of these metals for a strong surface plasmonic response to occur. Second, the periods of the wire-grid polarizers are too small relative to the incident radiation for any surface plasmon resonance to occur. Finally, the aluminum and gold, of which the wire-grid polarizers were made in this dissertation, are too close to being perfect electrical conductors in the THz region for surface plasmons to be well confined.
On the other hand, structured surface plasmons may occur when the frequency of the incident radiation is much lower than the plasma frequency of the conducting material. They may occur when the period of the structure is sub-wavelength relative to the incident radiation. They may even occur on perfect electrical conductors as long as they are patterned. This is because structure surface plasmons come about due to the constructive and destructive interference of secondary radiation emanating from oscillating dipoles which form across the apertures in these structures. They are created by and depend on the geometry of the structure, not the electrical characteristics of the conducting material. Their behavior is similar to that seen in metamaterials.

Extraordinary transmission in the THz region, as produced by structured surface plasmons, was manifested has a very high transmittance (much higher than predicted by geometrical optics) in high fill factor polarizers for perpendicularly polarized radiation. The reason for the high transmittance seen with perpendicular polarization was that the perpendicular polarized radiation created oscillating surface charge distributions oriented perpendicular to the wires of the polarizer. These oscillating surface charge distributions generated very high concentrations of electric field energy in the gaps. These fields were coupled to the incident radiation and therefore formed very strong oscillating electric dipoles across the gaps. These dipoles re-radiated incident radiation out of the opposite side of the polarizer. Higher fill factors resulted in higher concentrations of electromagnetic energy in the gaps and thus stronger radiating dipoles.

Meanwhile, a very low transmittance in high fill factor polarizers was observed for parallel polarized radiation. The parallel polarized radiation only created surface charge distributions parallel to the wires. Thus, no oscillating dipoles were formed across the air gaps
and no radiation was transmitted out of the opposite side of the polarizer. When combined, these two phenomena resulted in remarkable extinction ratios, an important figure of merit for polarizers, not previously reported in the literature for single layer polarizers. These results were seen in both simulation and experiment. Thus, a huge improvement in the performance of passive components like wire-grid polarizers was realized by increasing fill factors. A results that may be counter-intuitive but was proven to be true.

Further, it was discovered that creating a compound wire-grid, using an effective fill factor concept, resulted performance that often equaled or exceeded baseline designs. The effective fill factor concept consisted of replacing each metal wire in a baseline wire-grid polarizer design with several thinner wires separated by small air gaps. This caused the actual fill factor of the component to decrease to a value much less than that of the baseline design while its effective fill factor remained the same as the baseline design. The results observed in both simulations and experiment showed that S-polarization transmittances for effective fill factor polarizers where superior to those for baseline designs of higher fill factor. Effective fill factor extinction ratios were also very good compared to baseline designs of higher fill factor and equaled or exceeded them as frequency increased. In addition, these figures of merit were much better for effective fill factor designs than for baseline designs having fill factors equal to those of the actual fill factor of the effective fill factor components. The physical effects seen in the high fill factor baseline designs are realized in effective fill factor designs which have lower actual fill factors and thus less metallization.

In the LWIR region, surface plasmon polaritons and TEM parallel plate waveguide resonances were the causes of extraordinary optical transmission. The gold and ZnO plasmonic wire gratings modeled in the LWIR studies had grating periods either equal to or
within the same order of magnitude of the wavelengths of the incident radiation. Further, the incident LWIR radiation was close enough in frequency to the plasma frequencies of Au and ZnO so that surface plasmons could be supported. In addition, the boundary conditions required for the existence of surface plasmon waves were met in the COMSOL simulations. Finally, by examination of the electromagnetic fields calculated in the COMSOL simulations and the results from Garcia-Vidal and Martin-Moreno [40], we see proof that both surface plasmons polaritons and waveguide modes exist in these structures and are the mechanisms behind EOT.

The motivation for this study was to investigate the use of SPPs generated in 1D plasmonic wire gratings as a means of strengthening the coupling between incident LWIR radiation and LWIR photon detectors. Both HFSS and COMSOL Multiphysics were used to simulate the zero-order transmission and EM fields generated with plasmonic wire gratings. COMSOL was the preferred FEM software package for this work because it allows for the use of 2D models whereas HFSS supports only 3D models.

Nonetheless, the COMSOL simulations did not produce a design with strong transmission resonances at the desired wavelength range of 8 – 12 μm without resorting to excessively thick wire elements (h > 2 μm). In addition, the simulations showed that adding a substrate beneath the plasmonic wire grating caused a large drop in transmittance because of increased reflectance. Replacing the gold in the wire elements with highly doped ZnO lowered performance.

Therefore, no device configuration that generated a strong SPP resonance in the LWIR region was found. But, there still is an aspect of using plasmonic wire gratings to enhance coupling that still needs to be studied. The zero-order transmission responses calculated in this
dissertation are far field phenomena. An enhanced far field response may not be needed to enhance coupling. It is possible that the strong near field effects calculated in and around the bottom of the plasmonic wire grating structures can be used to enhance LWIR detector performance. If a plasmonic wire grating can be designed that maximizes field penetration depth into photon detector substrates across the LWIR region, while still concentrating the fields into a small volume, an enhanced coupling between the incident LWIR radiation and the active region of a LWIR photon detector may be realized. Fig 5-8 through Fig 5-11 indicate that strong fields do exist in these areas and could be used to excite charge carriers in the active regions of underlying devices.

Finally, this PhD work was a successful example of the use of simulation and experiment as a research and development method. In this dissertation, simulation drove fabrication. Fabrication resulted in experiments and characterization. Characterization verified simulation and posed new computational questions. These component tasks, when used in such a symbiotic manner, create a strong interlinked research and development environment that results in a better understanding of the physical phenomena observed, and a more efficacious and efficient design process. The THz wire-grid polarizers and LWIR plasmonic wire gratings investigated here were but simple examples of many passive quasi-optical components that can be fruitfully explored using this method.

In closing, the research work done in dissertation demonstrates novelty, depth, and utility. Real world devices (THz wire-grid polarizers) were created and demonstrated because of this work. Provisional patents were applied for because of this work. Papers in peer reviewed scientific journals and conference proceedings were published because of this work.
Future research topics to investigate were identified because of this work. The proof of the success of this process and this dissertation is in these results.
Appendix

Matlab File drude_al.m

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Drude model for aluminum
% By:   John Cetnar
% Date: 12-7-2011
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Constants
tau = 0.8e-14;        % Mean time between collisions in sec at
                       % 273 K.
% Ashcroft and Mermin, Solid State Physics
rho0 = 28.2;           % DC resistivity in nOhm*m at 293 K.
                       % http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aluminium
N = 10001;            % Number of frequencies to sample
eps0 = 1e-9/(36*pi);  % Free space electrical permittivity in
                       % F/m
f1 = 100e9;           % Starting frequency in Hz
f2 = 40000e9;         % Ending frequency in Hz
rho0 = rho0*1e-9;     % DC resistivity in Ohm*m
sigma0 = 1/rho0;      % DC conductivity in S/m

% Define and initialize variable arrays
sigma1 = zeros(N,1);  % Real part of the conductivity in S/m
sigma2 = zeros(N,1);  % Imaginary part of the conductivity in
                       % S/m
sigma = zeros(N,2);   % Frequency and real part of the
                       % conductivity in S/m
eps1 = zeros(N,1);    % Real part of the permittivity in F/m
eps2 = zeros(N,1);    % Imaginary part of the permittivity in
                       % F/m
eps1_rel = zeros(N,1);% Real part of the relative permittivity
eps2_rel = zeros(N,1);% Imaginary part of the relative
permittivity
eps_rel = zeros(N,2); % Frequency and real parts of the relative
                       % permittivity
eps1_rel_eff = zeros(N,1);% Real part of the effective relative
eps2_rel_eff = zeros(N,1);% Imaginary part of the effective relative
permittivity, used by HFSS
eps_rel_eff = zeros(N,2); % Frequency and real parts of the relative effective permittivity, used by HFSS
loss_tan = zeros(N,1); % Dielectric loss tangent
freq_tan = zeros(N,2); % Frequency and dielectric loss tangent.
omega = 2*pi*linspace(f1,f2,N); % Frequency range in rad/sec

% Calculate the complex, frequency dependent conductivity, permittivity, relative permittivity, effective relative permittivity and loss tangent
for i = 1:N
    sigma1(i) = sigma0/(1 + omega(i)^2*tau^2);
    sigma2(i) = sigma0*omega(i)*tau/(1 + omega(i)^2*tau^2);
    eps1(i) = (eps0 - sigma2(i)/omega(i));
    eps2(i) = (sigma1(i)/omega(i));
    eps1_rel(i) = eps1(i)/eps0;
    eps2_rel(i) = eps2(i)/eps0;
    eps1_rel_eff(i) = eps1(i) - sigma2(i)/omega(i)/eps0;
    eps2_rel_eff(i) = eps2(i) + sigma1(i)/omega(i)/eps0;
    loss_tan(i) = -eps2_rel_eff(i)/eps1_rel_eff(i);
end

% Plot the complex conductivity, permittivity, effective relative permittivity
% and loss tangent versus frequency and store in comma deliliated text files.
figure(1);
plot(omega/(2*pi*1e9),sigma1);
xlabel('f (GHz)');
ylabel('\sigma (S/m)');
grid;
title('Re(\sigma) for Al from the Drude Model');
sigma(:,1) = omega/(2*pi);
sigma(:,2) = sigma1;
dlmwrite('sigma_al.tab',sigma,'delimiter','\t','precision','%.6f');

figure(2);
semilogy(omega/(2*pi*1e9),sigma2);
xlabel('f (GHz)');
ylabel('\sigma (S/m)');
grid;
title('Im(\sigma) for Al from the Drude Model');
sigma(:,1) = omega/(2*pi);
sigma(:,2) = sigma2;
dlmwrite('sigma_al.tab',sigma,'delimiter','\t','precision','%.6f');

figure(3);
plot(omega/(2*pi*1e9),eps1_rel);
xlabel('f (GHz)');
ylabel('\epsilon');
grid;
title('Re(\epsilon) for Al from the Drude Model');
eps_rel(:,1) = omega/(2*pi);
eps_rel(:,2) = eps1_rel;
dlmwrite('eps_rel_al.tab',eps_rel,'delimiter','\t','precision','%.6f');

figure(4);
semilogy(omega/(2*pi*1e9),eps2_rel);
xlabel('f (GHz)');
ylabel('\epsilon');
grid;
figure(5);
semilogy(omega/(2*pi*1e9),loss_tan);
xlabel('f (GHz)');
ylabel('tan(\delta)');
grid;
title('Loss Tangent for Aluminum from the Drude Model');
freq_tan(:,1) = omega/(2*pi);
freq_tan(:,2) = loss_tan;
dlmwrite('freq_tan_al.tab',freq_tan,'delimiter','\t','precision','%6f');
% Drude model for gold
% By: John Cetnar
% Date: 3-19-2012
%

% Constants
clear all;
clc;

% Mean time between collisions in sec at 273 K.
tau = 3.0e-14;
rho0 = 22.14;
% DC resistivity in nOhm*m at 293 K.
% http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gold
N = 10001;
% Number of frequencies to sample
eps0 = 1e-9/(36*pi);
% Free space electrical permittivity in F/m
f1 = 100e9;
% Starting frequency in Hz
f2 = 4000e9;
% Ending frequency in Hz
rho0 = rho0*1e-9;
% DC resistivity in Ohm*m
sigma0 = 1/rho0;
% DC conductivity in S/m

% Define and initialize variable arrays
sigma1 = zeros(N,1);
% Real part of the conductivity in S/m
sigma2 = zeros(N,1);
% Imaginary part of the conductivity in S/m
sigma = zeros(N,2);
% Frequency and real part of the conductivity in S/m
eps1 = zeros(N,1);
% Real part of the permittivity in F/m
eps2 = zeros(N,1);
% Imaginary part of the permittivity in F/m
eps1_rel = zeros(N,1);
% Real part of the relative permittivity
eps2_rel = zeros(N,1);
% Imaginary part of the relative permittivity
eps_rel = zeros(N,2);
% Frequency and real parts of the relative permittivity
eps1_rel_eff = zeros(N,1);
% Real part of the effective relative permittivity, used by HFSS
eps2_rel_eff = zeros(N,1);
% Imaginary part of the effective relative permittivity, used by HFSS
eps_rel_eff = zeros(N,2);
% Frequency and real parts of the relative effective permittivity, used by HFSS
loss_tan = zeros(N,1);
% Dielectric loss tangent
freq_tan = zeros(N,2);
% Frequency and dielectric loss tangent.
omega = 2*pi*linspace(f1,f2,N);
% Frequency range in rad/sec
% Calculate the complex, frequency dependent conductivity, permittivity, 
% relative permittivity, effective relative permittivity and loss tangent

for i = 1:N
    sigma1(i) = sigma0/(1 + omega(i)^2*tau^2);
    sigma2(i) = sigma0*omega(i)*tau/(1 + omega(i)^2*tau^2);
    eps1(i) = (eps0 - sigma2(i)/omega(i));
    eps2(i) = (sigma1(i)/omega(i));
    eps1_rel(i) = eps1(i)/eps0;
    eps2_rel(i) = eps2(i)/eps0;
    eps1_rel_eff(i) = eps1(i)-sigma2(i)./omega(i)/eps0;
    eps2_rel_eff(i) = eps2(i)+sigma1(i)./omega(i)/eps0;
    loss_tan(i) = -eps2_rel_eff(i)/eps1_rel_eff(i);
end

% Plot the complex conductivity, permittivity, effective relative permittivity 
% and loss tangent versus frequency and store in comma delimited text files.

figure(1);
semilogy(omega/(2*pi*1e9),sigma1,omega/(2*pi*1e9),sigma2);
xlabel('f (GHz)');
ylabel('$\sigma$ (S/m)');
grid;
title('Conductivity for Gold from the Drude Model');
legend('Real($\sigma$)', 'Imag($\sigma$)', 'location', 'southeast');
sigma(:,1) = omega/(2*pi);
sigma(:,2) = sigma1;
dlmwrite('sigma_au.tab',sigma,'delimiter','\t','precision','%.6f');

figure(2);
plot(omega/(2*pi*1e9),eps1_rel,omega/(2*pi*1e9),eps2_rel,omega/(2*pi*1e9),
eps1_rel_eff);
xlabel('f (GHz)');
ylabel('\epsilon');
grid;
title('Relative Permittivity for Gold from the Drude Model');
legend('Real(\epsilon)', 'Imag(\epsilon)', 'Real(\epsilon-eff)', 'location', 'northeast');
eps_rel(:,1) = omega/(2*pi);
eps_rel(:,2) = eps1_rel;
eps_rel_eff(:,1) = omega/(2*pi);
eps_rel_eff(:,2) = eps1_rel_eff;
dlmwrite('eps_rel_au.tab',eps_rel,'delimiter','\t','precision','%.6f');
dlmwrite('eps_rel_eff_au.tab',eps_rel_eff,'delimiter','\t','precision','%.6f');

figure(3);
semilogy(omega/(2*pi*1e9),loss_tan);
xlabel('f (GHz)');
ylabel('tan($\delta$)');
grid;
title('Loss Tangent for Gold from the Drude Model');
freq_tan(:,1) = omega/(2*pi);
freq_tan(:,2) = loss_tan;
dlmwrite('freq_tan_au.tab',freq_tan,'delimiter','\t','precision','%.6f');
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